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Summary

The AD-4/ACE collaboration has been studying the biological effects of
antiproton beams on living cells since its inception in 2003. Initial experiments using
a beam at 46.7 MeV kinetic energy readily available at CERN did show a significant
enhancement of the biological effective dose ratio (BEDR) for antiprotons compared
to protons. The experimental methods and analysis as well as the definition of terms
used here are described by Holzscheiter et al. [1]. Based on this initial success the
collaboration requested delivery of a higher energy beam (502 MeV/c), providing
deeper penetration into the target and allowing the use of a clinically relevant spread-
out Bragg peak (SOBP). We have used this beam setting for three run periods and
have collected data on dosimetry of the mixed radiation field produced by the
annihilation of antiprotons as well as on cell survival of V79 Chinese Hamster cells
and Human FaDu cells (a human epithelial cell line derived from a squamous cell
carcinoma of the hypopharynx).

Using dosimetric measurements with ionization chambers and alanine pellets we
have successfully benchmarked the FLUKA Monte Carlo code [2], which now allows
precise dose planning of the irradiation experiments. Using the calculated dose values
along the beam path together with reference measurements using the same materials
and methods and a standard 60Co radiation source we can now extract the Relative
Biological Efficiency (RBE) instead of using the Biological Effective Dose Ratio
(BEDR) utilized in the initial experiments. RBE, while still a complex quantity and
dependent on a variety of physical and biological parameters, can be compared more
easily across different radiation modalities and used to analyze the differences in
therapeutic potentials for different radiation qualities.

Early 2007 we also performed a set of irradiations using the same methods and
materials at GSI with carbon ions giving the same calculated penetration depth and
the same calculated width of the Spread Out Bragg Peak (SOBP) as the antiprotons at
CERN.

A number of published papers describe the materials, methods, and results of the
dosimetric measurements and the related Monte Carlo calculations (some more recent
publications are attached as appendices to this report). A publication of the biological
results is in preparation and expected to be submitted once the data analysis of the
2008 run cycle is completed. While a continuation of cell survival measurements is
necessary to base any assessment of the therapeutic potential of antiprotons and any
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necessary to base any assessment of the therapeutic potential of antiprotons and any
comparison to other particle beam modalities on a well-founded scientific basis, the
collaboration has initiated additional work on studying potential detrimental effects
on cells placed outside the primary beam area (peripheral effects). Measurements of
cell survival beyond the Bragg peak can be used for an initial assessment of the
relevance or severity of these effects, but as the relevant biological endpoint in this
area is not tumour control but normal tissue complication, other methods that are
sensitive to DNA damage on the cellular level seem more appropriate. In 2008 we
performed first experiments studying the development of foci using the γ-H2ΑX
assay (see section V for details), and based on preliminary results we plan to perform
a systematic study of cell damage outside the direct beam due to cell signaling
through the medium and long range secondary products from the annihilation events
during the next run cycle. In parallel, these studies will also yield information on the
chemically mediated bystander effect where cells not subject to irradiation show
effects due to the irradiation of cells with which they share medium; they are
bystanders to the irradiation. By performing comparative experiments with otherwise
identical geometry but where cells can or cannot share medium it is possible to
distinguish between effects of long range secondary particles and chemically
mediated bystander effects. Since the chemically mediated effects are expected with
any radiation modality, this provides a benchmark against which the effects of long
range secondary particles can be compared.

In addition we have dedicated a percentage of the available beam time to the study
of new dosimetric methods that promise direct measurements of linear energy transfer
(LET) in the beam.

Initial Monte Carlo calculations for realistic treatment situations have been
performed, based on physical dose alone [3]. Publications of these results are in
preparation and will be forthcoming soon. But while these can give a first glimpse at
the complexity of a face-to-face comparison of different treatment modalities, to
make these comparisons on a fair and realistic fashion, a thorough understanding of
biological effects are needed, as is a the detailed understanding of oxygen
enhancement ratios (OER). This will require a continuation of experimental cell work
to link our data to the large body of biological data available from proton, carbon ion,
pion, and neutron therapy studies.

I. Introduction:

The overall goal of the AD-4 Experiment is to study the biological effect of
antiprotons in order to validate earlier theoretical predictions that antiprotons could
produce a better therapeutic ratio for the treatment of well defined tumors. This
prediction is based on two observations:

1. The physical dose should be augmented near the end of range due to the
additional energy deposited locally when antiprotons annihilate.

2. Some of the additional energy deposited results from low energy heavy ion
recoils produced in the annihilation event, which are expected to exhibit a
higher biological efficiency.

For this purpose several studies are needed. One is a detailed measurement of the
dose deposition of an antiproton beam of a specific energy entering a biological
target, which then can be compared to Monte Carlo calculations and can be used to
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benchmark different available codes. The second piece of information needed is the
relative biological effect with respect to a standard radiation type (typically a 60Co
source) along the path of the antiproton beam, preferably for a number of different
cell lines extensively used in cancer therapy. Once these two questions are answered
one can then use these results as input data for treatment planning tools and develop
comparative treatment plans for a specific tumor for antiprotons, carbon ions, and
protons. Based on these plans we would then be able to determine specific incidences
of cancer where antiprotons could provide a significant benefit to patients.

Since antiproton annihilation also yields a significant component of medium and
high-energy secondary particles, which will leave the annihilation vertex, a third, very
critical, issue to be studied is the biological effect of this background on cells outside
the direct target area.

II. Biological Measurements:

Overview:

In 2006, 2007, and 2008 we were assigned 1 week of antiproton beam time each,
using a special extraction method providing a beam of 502 MeV/c antiprotons. As this
extraction method is very different from normal AD operation it was decided to lump
all beam time into a single run of 7 days of 24 hours. Typically, the first two days of
the week were needed for beam set-up and dosimetry studies. Only when the desired
beam quality was achieved, the biological measurements could be initiated. As cell
viability in the gelatin medium used is limited to 48 – 72 hours, this had to be
orchestrated precisely and we typically allowed some extra time before the start of
biological measurements which was (in case that set-up of the beam was completed
faster) used beneficially for physics studies of dosimetry systems, beam monitors, and
to collect dose data for Monte Carlo benchmarking.

The 502 MeV/c antiproton beam from the AD provides a penetration into our
target of approximately 10 cm. We used a set of passive degraders to generate a
spread-out Bragg peak of 10 mm depth, irradiating a volume of approximately 300
mm3. This is much more closely resembling possible therapeutic situations
encountered in realistic treatment scenarios than what was possible with the 300
MeV/c beam available before 2006. It also allows a much clearer separation between
the entrance channel, where we expect low LET (and thereby low RBE) to dominate
from the high LET/RBE region around the end of range. A typical dose-depth profile
for antiprotons is shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Typical depth dose profile for antiprotons obtained from FLUKA (normalized to 1 Gy
plateau dose).

In addition to the antiproton experiments at CERN we performed a
comparison measurement using carbon ions at the heavy ion therapy unit at GSI in
Darmstadt, Germany and a number of low LET calibration measurements needed for
RBE analysis. For the carbon ion measurements a spread-out Bragg Peak (nearly)
identical to the one shown above for antiprotons was programmed into the beam
delivery software of the GSI treatment system.

Carbon Ion Measurements

In order to compare our studies with antiprotons to the gold standard of high LET
particle therapy an experiment using carbon ions was conducted in early 2007 at GSI.
Here a beam of clinical quality and absolute dosimetry was available and irradiations
of 8 samples with plateau dose values between 0.3 and 4.0 Gy were performed.
Survival data vs. depth are shown in figure 2.

The cell kill in the plateau region is noticeably higher for carbon ions than for
antiprotons at similar plateau dose. This is due to the elevated RBE of carbon ions
already in the entrance channel. Also there is an earlier and more gradual increase of
cell kill for carbon ions compared to antiprotons.

Figure 3 shows the results of our analysis for the carbon ion experiment. Defining
the plateau as data points 1 and 2 and the peak as points 9 – 14 of the depth survival
curve (figure 2) we can plot survival vs. absolute dose for peak and plateau. In
addition we plot survival vs. dose for a reference X-ray source with low LET and a
RBE of 1. Using a biological endpoint of a survival rate of 10% we extract the RBE0.1

for carbon ions as 1.38 in the plateau and 2.17 in the peak.
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Figure 2: Survival fraction vs. depth in the target for V79 Chinese Hamster cells irradiated with
carbon ions

Figure 3: Survival fraction vs. absolute dose for V79 Chinese Hamster cells irradiated with
carbon ions. By comparing the dose needed to achieve a survival of 10% using low LET X-rays to
the dose needed when using carbon ions we extract a relative biological efficiency of 1.38 in the
plateau and 2.17 in the peak
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.
Antiproton Measurements – V79 Chinese Hamster Cells

In 2006 we performed 4 different irradiations with nominal dose values of
0.25, 0.5, 1, and 5 Gy. Due to high uncertainties in estimating the absolute dose only
the lowest three dose values yielded useful data, which were presented in the last
report (SPSC-2007-020/M-756). For the 2007 run period we had improved our
dosimetry capabilities and were able to control the absolute dose delivered to the
target to within 10%, allowing us to augment above data sets. We performed
irradiations on V79 cells for 6 different dose values. These dose values were selected
using FLUKA based on dosimetric information obtained before the irradiation
together with a best guess for the dose response curve based on previous
measurements to achieve specific desired survival values in the peak and/or plateau
region. Dosimetric control measurements between different badges were performed to
assure the stability of the beam delivery system. The raw data obtained in 2007 are
shown in figure 4 below.

Fig. 4: Survival fraction vs. depth in the target for V79 Chinese Hamster cells irradiated with
antiprotons. The dose values for the individual runs were estimated from FLUKA calculations
using the number of antiprotons delivered and the radial beam profile obtained from radiochromic
film irradiated simultaneously with the cell samples and analyzed after the run.

In figure 5 below we display the preliminary data analysis for antiproton
irradiations performed at CERN in 2007. 4 survival values in the peak region and 6
values in the plateau region could be obtained. A reference measurement using the
same cells, gelatine material, and preparation and analysis methods was obtained
using low LET radiation sources at the DKFZ (Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum)
in Heidelberg and Aarhus. For 10% cell survival we find dose values of 5.17 for
plateau antiprotons, 5.09 Gy for low LET radiation, and 3.31 Gy for peak antiprotons.
This initial analysis indicates an RBE of unity in the plateau region, and an RBE of
1.56 in the peak of an antiproton beam.
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Fig. 5: Survival of V-79 cells irradiated with antiprotons in the plateau (red) and peak (blue)
region. A reference measurement with low LET radiation was performed at DKFZ and is shown in
black.

The statistical quality of the data was sufficient to analyse the RBE for each slice
taken from the 6 sample tubes (see figure 6 for a lay-out of the analysis) resulting in
the representation of RBE vs. depth shown in Figure 7.

We see that the antiproton RBE remains equal to 1 up to the proximal edge of the
Bragg peak, where it rises sharply. As a matter of fact, the slope of the RBE increase
is dominated by the admixture of low LET/RBE components in the antiproton beam
that are aimed at a deeper penetration depth in order to generate a spread-out Bragg
peak. This is distinctly different from the RBE vs. depth relationship for carbon ions,
and such differences need to be taken into account when discussing specific tumour
incidents where one or the other modality could be superior.
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Figure 6: Slice position used for RBE analysis of antiproton irradiation of V79 Chinese Hamster
cells.

Figure 7: RBE vs. depth in target for antiprotons (overlaid on cell survival data). One can clearly
see the rapid increase of RBE at the beginning of the SOBP

These are preliminary results and may change somewhat when the analysis of the
2008 run is completed and all data (2006 – 2008) are combined in a single analysis.
One topic which needs careful attention (and probably more experimental work) is the
fact that the biological effect in the plateau appears to be identical to the low LET
reference radiation, in contrast to the expectation that inflight annihilation should
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produce a fraction of high LET radiation already in the plateau, which was confirmed
recently by Monte Carlo calculations [4].

Figure 8 shows a graph of the raw data from the October 2008 data run. We have
further improved our dose calculation and achieved a Spread-Out Bragg Peak with a
reasonably flat peak region. Also, the sensitivity of the clonogenic assay could be
further improved and we were able this year to measure survival fractions as low as 1
x 10-4.

Fig. 8: Survival fraction vs. depth in the target for V79 Chinese Hamster cells irradiated with
antiprotons during the 2008 run period.

Analysis of these data is ongoing.We need to determine the exact dose delivered
to each depth point on each individual survival curve from the recorded shot-by-shot
readings from the ionisation chamber and from the beam profiles measured with GAF
chromic film between the different irradiations. We also need to complete a second
control measurement with low LET radiation, to be done at the University Hospital in
Aarhus. At that point we will be able to combine these data points with earlier
measurements for a complete RBE analysis, but already now a coarse visual
inspection indicates good agreement with the 2007 data set.

Antiproton Irradiation – FaDuDD

In addition to the studies on V-79 Chinese Hamster cells we irradiated a batch of
tubes seeded with FaDuDD cells (a cell line derived from human head and neck tumor
cells). These measurements were aimed primarily at the detection of cancer specific
gene expressions. Using micro array analysis methods we identified commonalities to
cells irradiated with X-rays in the expression of cancer specific genes and are
encouraged to continue these studies in the future. Having these sample tubes
available allowed us in addition to perform clonogenic survival analysis, preliminary
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results of which are shown below. Additional measurements are needed to confirm
the low LET response and confirm the RBE values extracted.
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Figure 9: Surviving fraction for FaDuDD cells irradiated with antiprotons plotted vs. dose for
peak and plateau. A biological endpoint of 10% cell survival is reached for 1.96 Gy in the peak
and for 3.52 Gy in the plateau. This results in a Peak RBE of 1.8 with a plateau RBE of 1.0.

III. Liquid ionization chambers for LET determination

Introduction

The aim of the present measurements with a liquid ionization chamber (LIC) in
the anti-proton beam is to determine the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) and the
ionization density along the path of an anti-proton and to compare these parameters
with proton and heavy ion tracks. The ionization density and the LET are related to
the radiation's Relative Biological Effectiveness, RBE.

Air filled ionization chambers are the most commonly used ionization chambers
in clinical settings for precision dosimetry. The methods are well established and the
necessary conversion and correction factors needed to convert the reading into
absorbed dose are known with high accuracy.

Ionization chambers filled with a liquid have some advantages over air filled
chambers, e.g. the much higher sensitivity. The high sensitivity of the liquid
ionization chambers is attractive as they can be made with small volumes without
substantial loss of measured charge. Small volumes are desirable, e.g. in high dose
gradients that exists at points beyond the Bragg peak or at the edge of the beam.

Due to the higher density of a liquid compared to that of air, the mobility of the
ions in a liquid is much smaller than in air resulting in an increased ionic
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recombination rate. In contrast to air filled ionization chambers, liquid ionization
chambers never reach saturation, but there is always some fraction of ions that
recombine.

Recombination can be classified either as general or initial. In general
recombination, charged particles created by different incident ionizing particles
recombine. General recombination is therefore dependent on the density of incident
particle tracks, i.e. on the particle fluence. This means that general recombination
depends on the dose rate.

Initial recombination occurs amongst ions created by the same incident ionizing
particle and can further be divided into three groups:

a) Geminate recombination - the liberated electron recombines with its parent ion
b) Cluster recombination - the ions created in a group that is "localized" in space,

recombine
c) Columnar recombination - ions created by one incident ionizing particle

recombine.

The grouping above is not "water tight" as there is some overlapping, but is
convenient as they are treated by different theories. Geminate recombination has been
treated by Onsager [5], cluster recombination by Kara-Michailova and Lea [6] and
columnar recombination by Jaffé [7].

Of interest in the present case is the columnar recombination. As the ionization
density along the incident particle track increases, so does also the columnar
recombination. Thus, an increase in this type of recombination indicates an increase
in the LET and ionization density.

Materials & Methods

The liquid ionization chamber that was used in the present measurements in the
antiproton beam is a plane parallel chamber with an electrode radius of 2.5mm and
electrode spacing of only 0.3mm. The chamber was filled with the non-polar liquid
ISOOCTANE (C8H18).

In all measurements, the antiproton beam was monitored with an air filled plane
parallel chamber as described by Bassler et al. [8]. All readings with the liquid
ionization chamber were corrected for beam fluctuations obtained from the readings
of the monitor chamber.

Measurements were carried out in water at 21mm depth and at several depths on
both sides of the Bragg-peak. At few depths, measurements were carried out with
voltages from 100V up to 800V in 100V steps. Due to beam time constraints, at most
of the depths the voltages ranged from 200V to 800V in steps of 200V.

The liquid ionization chamber is sensitive to voltage changes and each voltage
was therefore measured 7 times, in order to allow sufficient time for the chamber to
stabilize.

Results and discussion

Figure 10 shows a typical measurement result with the liquid ionization chamber.
The LIC's charge is normalised with the monitor chamber reading. It is obvious from
the curve in Figure 10 that saturation is not obtained in the voltage range shown.
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In general, it is assumed that the linear part of the curve is due to initial
recombination only and is therefore a measure of the beam's LET. The steeper the
slope the higher is also initial recombination corresponding to a higher LET.

Specifically, if a linear fit to the measured values is made,

baEQ += (1)

then the ratio b/a is a measure of the LET. Initial recombination is independent of
dose rate, and therefore the ratio must be independent of the dose rate. This is indeed
the case as shown by several authors [9, 10, 11]. The procedure that is usually
employed is to extrapolate the linear part of the curve to Q=0, and determine the so
called extrapolated voltage, Eex=-b/a. It has been noticed that the extrapolated voltage
increases with the LET of the beam.

Figure 10. Charge versus voltage curve measured with the liquid ionization chamber.

Figure 11 illustrates the procedure in which linear fits have been made to the
measurement at 21mm depth and at the Bragg peak in the 126 MeV antiproton beam.
In Figures 10 and 11 the linear fits are made to measured values ranging from 400V
up to 800V.

The extrapolated voltage in Figure 11 at the Bragg-peak is -578V whereas it is -
819V at the 21mm depth. This then shows that the LET at the Bragg-peak is higher
than at 21mm depth.
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Figure 11. Linear fit to measurements in water at 21mm depth and at the Bragg peak.

In a similar manner, in figure 12 extrapolated voltages at Bragg peak minus
13mm, Bragg peak minus 2mm and at the Bragg peak are compared. The extrapolated
voltages shows that as the Bragg peak is approached, the LET increases.

Figure 12. Linear fit to measurements in water at the Bragg peak and at 2mm and 13mm before
the Bragg peak. The extrapolated voltages are indicated in the insert.

However, the values indicated have a high degree of uncertainty. A significant
contribution to the uncertainty is the uncertainty in the correction for general
recombination. The correction for general recombination in air filled ionization
chambers, Boag's [112] theory is frequently employed. It has been shown by
Johansson et al [13] that the same theory can also be applied to liquid ionization
chambers, provided that the collection efficiency is at least 80% (for air filled
chambers, the corresponding limit is 70%). This means that the method can be used in
such cases where the measured charge is close to the saturation charge.
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The theory by Boag is developed mainly for pulsed clinical beams in which the
dose per pulse is modest, of the order of 1mGy/pulse. The dose per pulse in the anti-
proton beam is much higher, between 10mGy/pulse and 20mGy/pulse. Consequently,
higher general recombination can be expected in the antiproton beam than in
conventional clinical pulsed beams.

Another point that may contribute to the uncertainty is the fact that the Jaffé
theory on columnar recombination assumes cylindrical symmetry. For ionization
chamber measurements, these assumptions mean that the incident particles passes
through the chamber, leaving a cylindrical column of ions in the chamber. At the
Bragg-peak and at points beyond, a large fraction of the incident particles will stop
inside the ionization chamber and produce an ion distribution that should have a
spherical distribution. This is clearly a violation to the Jaffé theory, but its effect is
probably not as severe as it may look at a first glance; this will be investigated by us
in more detail at the next run period.

Conclusions and future work with liquid ionization chambers

Due to their small size, liquid ionization chambers are extremely useful in
measurements of radiation fields with high gradients, such as at points beyond the
Bragg-peak or in the radial penumbra of a spot-scanned beam. In addition, the
substantial initial recombination provides information about the LET and its variation
in the beam.

Our goal for the present LIC measurements is to compare the linear energy
transfer of antiprotons to that of protons.

A most interesting problem would be to determine the restricted LET in
antiproton-, proton- and ion beams. Restricted LET takes into account energy transfer
up to some predetermined limit and gives a measure of the ionization density in the
close vicinity of the incident particle track. This type of information is possible
already hidden in the measured values shown in the figures above but unfortunately,
Jaffé’s theory does not include the possibility to extract restricted LET.

In order to check the consistency of our results it would be desirable to use several
chambers filled with different liquids, i.e. Isooctane and Tetramethylsilane.

IV. Studies of cell damage in the peripheral region using γ-H2AX

Brief description of the experiment

In order to accurately investigate the implications of antiproton irradiation of
living cells, it is important to analyze genetic complications that may arise in cells in
regions peripheral to the targeted volume and cause tumorigenesis and thus cancer
development in previously healthy tissue; so called late normal tissue complication.
Therefore an experiment which allows sensitive and accurate measurement of critical
DNA lesions is required.

Double strand DNA breaks (DSBs) are highly cytotoxic lesions which if
unrepaired or repaired incorrectly can cause cell death or mutations in DNA of
daughter cells [14]. DNA damage can be caused by a number of extrinsic factors such
as ionizing radiation, intrinsic factors such as reactive oxygen species and endogenous
damage. As few as one DSB can cause cell death or genetic mutations leading to
disregulation of cell growth and tumorigenesis.
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Cells have a complex DNA damage response with which to deal with such
assaults on their genetic material. Once a lesion is detected in healthy cells a number
of proteins are released which trigger cell signaling pathways to initiate DNA damage
checkpoints (the cell cycle is temporarily halted) and DNA repair [15]. A key event in
repair of a DSB is the phosphorylation of the histone H2AX necessary to unwind the
DNA and allow repair proteins to access the DSB site.

The γ-H2AX is a very sensitive and specific immunocytochemical assay based on
antibodies which recognize, and bind to, the phosphorylated H2AX histone as an
accurate indicator of a DNA DSB. A secondary fluorescing antibody is then
introduced to the cells which will bind to the primary antibody so the aggregate (or
focus) around the DSBs can be analyzed by fluorescence microscopy It has been
shown [16] that there is an excellent 1:1 relationship between the number of γ-H2ΑX
foci and the DSB induced. This assay is used frequently to investigate DNA damage
induction by heat shock, chemotherapeutic agents, ionizing radiation, bystander
signaling and other DNA damage agents.

In order to assess the applicability of the γ-H2AX assay to studies of DNA
damage in cells present in the target during irradiation with antiprotons but located
outside of the direct beam path a number of preliminary studies were performed.

 After preparation in the laboratory at Queen’s University Belfast human
fibroblast cells (cell line AGO 1522), seeded on glass coverslips situated in 24-well
plates were transported at room temperature in culture media (20% bovine serum + 25
mM Hepes buffer to maintain suitable pH conditions) from Belfast to CERN. At
CERN the 24-well plates (6 wide, 4 high) were mounted inside the water phantom
perpendicular to the beam direction at the location of the Bragg peak in such a way
that the centre of the beam was aiming at the second well from the left in the lowest
row. This set-up gave optimum access to the remaining well plates for the bystander
experiments. The plates received estimated antiproton doses of 0 (control), 0.2, 0.5,
0.75, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 Gy. The temperature of the water phantom was kept at 34
degree Celsius during irradiation. In addition to examining cells directly irradiated in
the water phantom, culture media was transferred from directly irradiated wells for
each dose point into well plates with cells that had not been placed into the phantom.
This was done to quantify the effect of the chemical signaling of cells damaged by
antiproton irradiation to other cells (bystander experiment). This is a critical step to
investigate and determine the effect of secondary particles in cells which are not
directly irradiated. Cells were fixed 1 hour after irradiation and transported back to
Belfast.

Plates were washed in PBS and cells stained with anti-γ-H2AX antibody, a
routinely used marker of DNA damage induced by ionizing radiation, and a secondary
fluorescing antibody (Alexa Fluor 488) before the nuclei were stained with DAPI (a
fluorescent stain that binds strongly to DNA). Cells were mounted on slides and
viewed with a fluorescence microscope.

Images of the cells show the nuclei stained blue and DNA damage (foci) shows up
as bright green spots within the nuclei.
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Large Isolated Foci

Many Small Foci

Results.

Directly irradiated cells show a significant increase in number of foci per cell
compared to the controls. Foci measured in the irradiated samples are also larger than
those measured in the controls (caused by endogenous reaction and/or environmental
stress) clearly indicating radiation-induced DNA damage.

Figure 13: Left column: Fluorescent images of irradiated cells receiving (top to bottom) 0.5, 1.5,
2, and 0 Gy (control). Right column: Histogram of foci number observed. (All cells were
positioned in the Bragg peak of the beam).
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92% of cells in the control group show evidence of background levels of DNA
damage. Damage in control cells appears in two different patterns (as also highlighted
by the histogram):

Small number of isolated clear foci (<5)
Many small foci  (~ 0.5 µm radius) spread throughout the nucleus

Preliminary data analysis shows foci number per cell increases linearly with dose
with an average of ~33 foci/Gy. (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Linear relationship between number of foci and peak dose received by samples

Small number of isolated foci (endogenous DNA damage) are expected in control
cells, based on experiments carried out in our lab with x-ray irradiation on the same
cell line. Higher than expected number of foci in control cells are believed to be due
to stress of transport (some samples were irradiated as much as 3 days after shipping)
and infection as a result of a lack of tissue culture facilities on site at CERN.

A second control experiment has been set up in the laboratory at Queen’s
University to demonstrate the effect of stress on the cells and the need for tissue
culture facilities on site (possibly at the University of Geneva) to achieve reliable and
accurate results from the next run.

Media transfer experiments and effect of secondary particles

Unirradiated cells were cultured for 1 hour in medium, which was transferred from
wells that had been irradiated with 1 Gy antiproton dose. After staining clear foci
typical of DNA damage following ionizing radiation could be observed.
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 Figure 15: Unirradiated cells show foci after incubating in medium obtained from cells irradiated
with one gray.

Similarly, cells outside the direct beam path, and separated by a physical barrier
from cells (and medium) that were present in the water phantom at the time of the
irradiation, showed clear foci. The extent of DNA damage (number of foci per cell) is
less than for directly irradiated cells but still higher than for the control sample and it
can only be attributed to secondary particles resulting from the antiproton
annihilation. The high level of background fluorescence observed in the picture below
is a result of antibody binding to contaminants in the culture media.

Figure 16: Foci in cells outside of the direct beam resulting from secondary particles

Conclusion and Outlook

Data from this pilot run demonstrates the potential of accurately measuring low
dose DNA damage induced in cells by antiproton exposure. Despite the rudimental
set-up, the preliminary data clearly show the effect of direct antiproton exposure
(Bragg peak only analyzed so far) as well as medium transfer (bystander effect) and
secondary particles. The sensitivity of the assay should allow us to assess each
individual contribution.

V. Future Plans:

Depending on the final analysis of the data collected in 2008 we will define a
scientific program for 2009. Aside from augmenting existing data on V79 cells, if
necessary, and additional experiments using the FaDuD cell lines, we are discussing a
number of approaches to the third question raised in the introduction, the peripheral
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damage to cells outside the direct beam. Again, our approach will be based on
computer calculations supported by a crucial set of experimental tests (carefully
chosen to optimize beam usage) for benchmarking.

A measurement of clonogenic survival of cells in the region distal to the Bragg
peak is very important as it would allow a clean assessment of the relative biological
effect of secondary particles from the annihilation event. Such an experiment is also
absolutely necessary for the development of a dose planning tool that includes proper
restrictions on dose delivered to organs at risk in the immediate vicinity of the
targeted tumour. To discern a biological effect in this region with the clonogenic
assay a high dose value must be delivered to the target region, requiring a significant
amount of beam time. We attempted to include an initial study of this issue at the very
end of the 2008 run cycle. Unfortunately, delivery of the necessary biological samples
failed as the courier service was unable to clear the cell samples through the Swiss
customs at the airport on Saturday and we were unable to perform the irradiation in
the remaining beam time (which was then instead used to augment our studies of the
liquid ionization chamber).

As for any measurements careful initial dosimetry studies are needed and we plan
to develop a program to again beneficially use 1 week (7 days) of beam time to
perform several independent measurements. Aside from clonogenic cell survival
experiments, which are most sensitive to exact planning, we will perform systematic
study of DNA damage to cells in the beam as well as in the peripheral region and
continue our development work on liquid ionization chambers. Furthermore, having
added more manpower in this specific sub-category, we will pick up again on the
analysis and further experimentation on the idea of real-time imaging of the
annihilation vertex distribution. The exact schedule for the requested beam time will
need to be decided within the collaboration to assure availability of laboratory space
and personnel, but currently we favor again the time period of late October in order to
stay clear of conflicts with several major international conferences in the field of
radiation oncology (ESTRO, ASTRO, RSNA) which several key collaborators in AD-
4/ACE must attend.

Given the necessary biological preparations and considering the limited survival
time of the samples once the cells have been harvested and embedded in gelatin, a
precise schedule must be established early on. The actual irradiation time can then be
adjusted by a few days within the week by waiting until the beam development is
completed and dosimetry has been fully established before preparing the actual
samples from cell cultures started a few weeks beforehand and shipping them by
personal courier to CERN. We will also study to which extent biological preparations
and initial analysis can be performed at CERN or at the Geneva Hospital facilities. A
grant proposal is in preparation for submission by the Queen’s University Belfast
team for submission to the UK’s Engineering and Physical Science Research Council,
to support installation of the relevant tissue culture facilities.
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Abstract

Antiprotons are interesting as a possible future modality in radiation therapy for the following reasons: When fast
antiprotons penetrate matter, protons and antiprotons have near identical stopping powers and exhibit equal
radiobiology well before the Bragg-peak. But when the antiprotons come to rest at the Bragg-peak, they annihilate,
releasing almost 2 GeV per antiproton–proton annihilation. Most of this energy is carried away by energetic pions, but
the Bragg-peak of the antiprotons is still locally augmented with �20–30 MeV per antiproton. Apart from the gain in
physical dose, an increased relative biological effect also has been observed, which can be explained by the fact that
some of the secondary particles from the antiproton annihilation exhibit high-LET properties. Finally, the weakly
interacting energetic pions, which are leaving the target volume, may provide a real time feedback on the exact location
of the annihilation peak.
We have performed dosimetry experiments and investigated the radiobiological properties using the antiproton beam

available at CERN, Geneva. Dosimetry experiments were carried out with ionization chambers, alanine pellets and
radiochromic film. Radiobiological experiments were done with V79 WNRE Chinese hamster cells. The radiobiological
experiments were repeated with protons and carbon ions at TRIUMF and GSI, respectively, for comparison. Several
Monte Carlo particle transport codes were investigated and compared with our experimental data obtained at CERN. The
code that matched our data best was used to generate a set of depth dose data at several energies, including secondary
particle-energy spectra. This can be used as base data for a treatment planning software such as TRiP.
Our findings from the CERN experiments indicate that the biological effect of antiprotons in the plateau region may be

reduced by a factor of 4 for the same biological target dose in a spread-out Bragg-peak, when comparing with protons.
The extension of TRiP to handle antiproton beams is currently in progress. This will enable us to perform planning

studies, where the potential clinical consequences can be examined, and compared to those of other beam modalities
such as protons, carbon ions, or IMRT photons.

�c 2007 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Radiotherapy and Oncology 86 (2008) 14–19.

Keywords: Antiproton; RBE; Particle irradiation
Antiproton therapy might sound like science fiction but in
fact, antiproton therapy may well be clinically beneficial for
selected cases and could perhaps be economically feasible
if performed in the context of a major facility producing
antiproton beams for fundamental science research. Gray
and Kalogeropoulus first suggested radiation therapy with
antiprotons in 1984 based on Monte Carlo calculation of a
significant enhancement of physical dose in the Bragg-peak
0167-8140/$ - see front matter �c 2007 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights re
[1]. Sullivan shortly afterwards measured an enhancement
of the peak-to-plateau ratio of physical dose deposition by
antiprotons in polyethylene by a factor of 2 compared to
protons [2]. Since reducing normal tissue morbidity is one
of the main goals of radiotherapy, beam modalities such
as IMRT, proton beam therapy and carbon ion beams have
been investigated during the last decades and have been
successfully implemented in clinical use [3–7]. Other
served. doi:10.1016/j.radonc.2007.11.028
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particles, such as fast neutrons and pions, were applied in
radiation therapy, but proved to be less successful in the
clinical settings [8,9]. Antiprotons deserve closer investiga-
tion since they exhibit the precision in dose delivery of a
charged particle and confine the contribution of high linear
energy transfer (LET) to the Bragg-peak.
Annihilation physics
When fast antiprotons penetrate matter, they have the

same stopping power as protons. The amount of primary
particle loss is only slightly larger for antiprotons when com-
pared with protons, and is less than that of carbon ions [10].

As the antiproton comes to rest, it will preferably be cap-
tured by a high-Z nucleus. For a polystyrene target �99% of
the antiprotonswill therefore annihilate on a carbon nucleus,
whereas the rest will annihilate with a hydrogen nucleus [11].
When captured by the target atoms, the antiproton will
immediately spiral towards the nucleus and annihilate on
its surface. This annihilation process releases 1.88 GeV corre-
sponding to twice the rest-mass of the proton and the energy
release is converted on average into 4 or 5 pions [12,13]. The
pions created are p+ and p� particles, aswell as p0. The p0me-
son is highly unstable and decays instantaneously into high
energy gamma-rays with roughly 70–300 MeV [12]. Due to
the solid angle covered by the nucleus, 1 or 2 of the charged
pions are most likely penetrating the nucleus inducing an in-
tra-nuclear cascade, causing the nucleus to break into frag-
ments [14–16]. Charged fragments have a very short range
in the target andwill deposit their kinetic energy in the imme-
diate vicinity of the annihilation vertex. Also, we expect that
some of these fragments will exhibit a high-LET and are
responsible for an increase in biological effectiveness of anti-
proton annihilation compared to protons stopping in the tar-
get. Antiprotons annihilating on particles heavier than
protons will also produce neutrons which will have a larger
range andwill lead to a certain level of background radiation.
This needs to be studied carefully in the context of validating
antiprotons for radiotherapy applications.

The total energy deposited locally by these particles has
been estimated by Gray and Kalogeropoulos using Monte
Carlo calculations [1] to be 30 MeV per antiproton, which
has been confirmed experimentally by Sullivan [2] who used
a continuous beam of antiprotons from the Low Energy Anti-
proton Ring (LEAR) at CERN and standard ionization cham-
bers. This energy represents an increase of the physical
dose deposition in the Bragg-peak by roughly a factor of 2,
when compared to protons. In addition to this augmentation
of the physical dose the secondary particles also cause the
antiproton beam to have different radiobiological proper-
ties in the peak region.
Antiproton production
Currently, only few laboratories in the world produce

antiparticles, and only at CERN, located near Geneva, a
beam of antiprotons at clinical relevant energies is avail-
able. Antiprotons are produced from a 26 GeV proton
beam, which is being dumped into a target. The peak pro-
duction occurs at an antiproton energy of 3.6 GeV. Anti-
protons are collected at this production energy in the
antiproton decelerator (AD) ring, decelerated to lower
energies, and cooled using stochastic cooling as well as
electron cooling to decrease beam emittance. To date
we have used both a 47 MeV and a 126 MeV antiproton
beam, which have a range of approximately 2 or 11 cm
in a water phantom, respectively. Every 90 s around
3 · 107 antiprotons are delivered to our experiment, which
corresponds to a dose in the plateau region of 30 mGy at
r = 4 mm of the Gaussian shaped beam at 126 MeV. These
antiprotons exit the accelerator vacuum through a 15 lm
titanium window and pass several non-destructive beam
monitors before entering the biological target. A fast cur-
rent transformer gives the total charge extracted from the
accelerator and a combination of a thin scintillator and a
CCD camera can be used to monitor the beam position
and profile. The antiproton beam focus can be changed,
depending on the experimental requirements, between
r = 4 mm and r = 15 mm. A future antiproton production
facility for experimental physics is planned at the Gesell-
schaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) in Darmstadt and
will offer significantly higher beam intensities.
Radiobiology
In 2006 we published an article concerning the radiobiol-

ogy of a 47 MeV antiproton beam, describing the initial
experiments carried out at CERN in 2003 and 2004 [17].
RBE determination was at that time not possible, since we
could not assess the absolute physical dose for the pulsed
antiproton beam. Instead the Biological Effective Dose Ratio
(BEDR) term was conceived. Recently we have initiated a
new set of measurements at higher energy at CERN and at
GSI to compare the biological effects of antiprotons and
carbon ions using identical experimental conditions. The en-
ergy used of 126 MeV provides a better separation of the
peak from the plateau region and also enables us to produce
a clinically relevant spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP). After
careful dosimetry studies (see next section), we are now
able to adequately assess the absolute physical dose in
the peak region of the pulsed antiproton beam. This will en-
able us to directly determine the RBE in the peak region in
future experiments, which then can be used as an input
parameter for computer models used for treatment
planning.
Dosimetry
Monte Carlo simulations with FLUKA 2006.3 [18,19] of a

pristine beam of antiprotons are shown in Fig. 1. Here a
5 · 5 cm square field of 502 MeV/c (126 MeV) antiprotons
on a water target was simulated. The dose was scored along
the central beam axis in circular disks with a diameter of
2 cm in 0.5 mm steps. The beam momentum spread was
Dp=p ¼ 5� 10�4 and the divergence was set to 5 mrad,
mimicking the parameters of the beam at CERN. The FLUKA
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Fig. 1. FLUKA simulation of the depth dose distribution of a square 5·5 cm 126 MeV antiproton field, scaled to 1010 antiprotons. The dose was
averaged over a central cylindrical region with a diameter of 2 cm in steps of 0.5 mm.

1 From pion decay.
2 A few R-particles were also encountered during the simulations.
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statistics were 500.000 simulated antiprotons, but the dose
plotted here is scaled to 1010 antiprotons. Neutrons do not
contribute directly to dose, as these particles are indirectly
ionizing. They generate recoils which are further trans-
ported by FLUKA, if the energy is sufficiently high. Dose
from electrons and positrons generated by photons is con-
tained in the curve labelled ‘‘Electromagnetic’’. The curve
labelled ‘‘Recoils’’ represents dose contributions from
unspecified fragments with low energy (order of keV) which
are not transported. They make up roughly 8% of the total
dose near the annihilation peak. The asterisk in e.g.
‘‘Li-*’’ refers to all isotopes of Lithium (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 thus gives an overview of the contributions to the
total dose. The primary antiproton beam (which, by the
way, is almost identical to the depth dose curve of a primary
proton beam) deposits most dose, followed by contributions
from secondary protons, pions, EM-transport and helium nu-
clei. The remaining contributions are significantly less, and
have been plotted on a logarithmic y-axis, else they were
indistinguishable. The secondary particles are mainly cre-
ated at the end of flight, and then emitted isotropically,
which explains the symmetry of the curves at the annihila-
tion vertex. Also, interesting enough, the dose contribution
by transported fragments heavier than helium is in the same
order as the dose contributions from muons 1 and the rather
exotic kaons2.

Dosimetry of an antiproton beam is not trivial due to the
mixed particle spectrum of the secondary particles from
antiproton annihilation. Most, if not all, solid state detec-
tors respond non-linear when subjected to high-LET ionizing
radiation. Often the response depends on energy and charge
of the particle, and usually the behaviour of such detectors
requires a detector model that describes the performance
in mixed particle radiation fields. Initially, alanine detec-
tors, thermoluminescent devices (TLDs), and radiochromic
films were applied in the beam. We found that alanine
detectors [20,21] could be used as an absolute dosimeter
in the plateau region, and to some extent in the mixed par-
ticle environment around the annihilation peak. A model for
the response of the alanine detector in various mono-ener-
getic fields was used in conjunction with Monte Carlo simu-



Fig. 2. Measured radiochromic film response for protons (left) and antiprotons (right) at 47 MeV. Both beams were degraded to spread-out the
peak.
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lations of the particle-energy spectrum in the peak. The re-
sponse of alanine to the antiproton beam thus calculated
was in good agreement with the measured response. This
work is subject of a forthcoming publication (submitted
for publication).

Apart from alanine detectors, we found that dosimetry
with TLDs is not recommendable due to the lack of ade-
quate LET models and standardised handling procedures of
the detectors, which compromised the reproducibility of
the response in particle fields [22]. Radiochromic films were
until now primarily used for determining the width of the
beam, as well as the position of the annihilation peak, but
not for dosimetry, again due to the lack of models which
can translate the response into dose for mixed particle
spectra. Still, Fig. 2 shows effectively the key differences
between a proton and antiproton beam: here two slanted
radiochromic films were exposed to a Gaussian shaped beam
of protons and antiprotons, respectively, entering from the
left. The beam was spread-out to cover a few mm in the tar-
get region. The colour scale is normalized to match both the
background and peak dose levels. Clearly, the penumbra
due to secondary particles being emitted from the antipro-
ton annihilation can be seen. Secondly, for iso-response in
the peak region, the response in the entry region for the
antiprotons is significantly less pronounced.

Relative dosimetry was done with a transmission ioniza-
tion chamber (Advanced Roos Chamber from PTW Freiburg).
Absolute dosimetry for the biology experiment using the
ionization chamber alone was not possible, since the
40 mm diameter of the Advanced Roos Chamber was much
larger than the �10 mm FWHM3 of the antiproton beam.
Small beam misalignment and changes in FWHM, which seri-
ously impact the dose delivered to the test sample, cannot
be detected by the ionization chamber. Instead, the ioniza-
tion chamber was used for relative dosimetry only. Due to
the pulsed structure of the antiproton spills (one 300 ns spill
every 90 s), it is necessary to compensate for ionic recombi-
nation effects [23,24]. The results of the ionization cham-
ber measurements were compared with the Monte Carlo
particle transport programs SHIELD-HIT v. 2.2 by Sobolevsky
et al. [25] and FLUKA 2006.3. FLUKA proved to be in excel-
lent agreement with our relative ionization chamber mea-
3 The FWHM is selected to be sufficiently large to give a
reasonably homogeneous dose across the sample tube (which had
a diameter of �6.5 mm), while still being small enough in order to
use as much as possible of the antiproton beam.
surements, which is shown in Fig. 3, and therefore FLUKA
was chosen to build the input data needed for the treatment
planning software TRiP [26,27]. A paper concerning these
findings is in preparation (submitted for publication).
Treatment planning
The scarcity of antiprotons (we typically have access to

the antiproton beam at CERN for just one week per year)
dictates that we concentrate our measurements on produc-
ing the necessary database to validate our Monte Carlo
codes. Then we use these codes to generate the set of input
data needed for a biological treatment planning system to
generate a dose plan for a virtual treatment with antipro-
tons that can be compared with a treatment plan calculated
for protons, carbon ions, or other modalities. To date we
have used TRiP to model physical dose distributions based
on the depth dose base curve for antiprotons generated with
FLUKA and compared this to a physical dose distribution for
a carbon ion beam.

Fig. 4 is comparing a carbon ion treatment plan (left) with
an antiproton plan (right). The plan is only optimized for
physical dose at this time. Comparing these plans, one can
see that the dose in the entry region is reduced, whereas
the lateral penumbra is slightlymore pronounced for antipro-
tons. It is still too early to derive conclusions from this, since
the radiobiology optimization is still under development for
antiprotons, and the RBE is expected to vary significantly
along the depth dose curve for antiprotons. TRiP already uses
the Local Effect Model (LEM) [28–30] for optimizing the bio-
logical dose for carbon ion beams. To optimize the treatment
plan for biological dose for antiprotons, the complete parti-
cle-energy spectrum is needed for LEM to model the RBE.
We have generated such spectra using FLUKA and are cur-
rently implementing these in our calculations. This will en-
able us to study a variety of clinical situations in order to
identify those cases where antiproton therapy may offer
improvements over existing particle beam modalities.
Conclusion
So far the arguments for and against antiproton radio-

therapy have been mostly quantitatively. Biological experi-



Fig. 3. FLUKA 2006.3 calculated relative dose compared with CERN ionization chamber measurements.

Fig. 4. Physical dose distributions for a single field of carbon ions (left) and antiprotons (right). For antiprotons the entrance dose is noticeably
reduced while the lateral penumbra is slightly increased. These calculations do not include any biological effects.
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ments performed by the AD-4/ACE collaboration at CERN
have shown an enhanced biological effect of 4 in the peak
region for antiprotons compared with protons for the same
entrance dose. Careful antiproton dosimetry experiments
and tests of various Monte Carlo codes have resulted in reli-
able computer simulations of clinical antiproton beam dose
distributions. Combined with the data from the cell survival
experiments the RBE can be calculated in future experi-
ments and can then be implemented in biological treatment
planning systems.

The expected possible advantage of antiproton therapy
over other advanced modalities like combined IMRT/IMPT
(protons)/IMPT (carbon ions) is still to be examined in treat-
ment planning studies. One advantage of antiprotons is low-
LET in the plateau (and thereby low alpha/beta ratio for late
responding normal tissue) combined with high-LET, high RBE
and low OER in the peak region for small targets. This sug-
gests that antiproton therapy could be superior for small
radioresistant targets surrounded by highly radiosensitive
critical normal tissue. This could obviously be re-treatment
of local failures in previously irradiated organs and tumours
like chordomas or chondrosarcomas located between the
optical pathways and close to the optic chiasm. Other antic-
ipated uses are boost to hypoxic areas where IMRT and IMPT
(protons and carbon) probably could not give the same BED
conformity as fractionated antiproton therapy; this is again
especially relevant in tumours surrounded by critical normal
structures like hypoxic components in paranasal squamous
cell carcinoma.
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Abstract
We have measured the depth–dose curve of 126 MeV antiprotons in a water
phantom using ionization chambers. Since the antiproton beam provided by
CERN has a pulsed structure and possibly carries a high-LET component
from the antiproton annihilation, it is necessary to correct the acquired charge
for ion recombination effects. The results are compared with Monte Carlo
calculations and were found to be in good agreement. Based on this agreement
we calculate the antiproton depth–dose curve for antiprotons and compare it
with that for protons and find a doubling of the physical dose in the peak region
for antiprotons.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The basic idea of antiproton radiotherapy (Gray and Kalogeropoulos 1984) is to utilize the
energy from the antiproton–nucleus annihilation reactions, which occur when the antiprotons
come to rest. Antiprotons behave similar to protons at high velocities, but when they slow
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down in the target material, they are captured by a nucleus and annihilate on its surface.
Hereby twice the rest mass of the proton mp is released (1.88 GeV) at the end of the particle
trajectory. The probability for photo-emission similar to that known from the positron–electron
annihilation is rather small. Instead, on average 4–5 π -mesons are created (Inokuti 1989).
The photons observed from the antiproton annihilation arise primarily from π0 decay, which
has a lifetime in the order of 10−16 s. The energy of these photons is between 70 and 300 MeV
(Agnew et al 1960). For antiproton–nuclei reactions, there is a high probability that one or
more π -mesons will strike the nucleus7. Those entering the nucleus will start an intra-nuclear
cascade, knocking out light nuclei (Markiel et al 1988). When antiprotons enter a chemical
compound consisting of several materials, the majority of the annihilations will take place
on high-Z materials (Ponomarev 1973). For example, in the case of polystyrene only 1% of
the antiprotons will annihilate on hydrogen with the remaining 99% annihilating on carbon.
Antiprotons annihilating on tissue-like material are expected to produce a particle spectrum
featuring pions, neutrons, protons, deuterons, heavier nuclei and photons. A few kaons may
also be created (Agnew et al 1960, Polster et al 1995). Most of the 1.88 GeV released is
carried away from the annihilation vertex by the long-ranging particles (high-energy pions,
protons, neutrons, and photons), but roughly 30 MeV is deposited locally near the annihilation
vertex (Sullivan 1985). Even though this sounds at first sight disappointingly low (Sullivan
1985, Inokuti 1989), it represents a doubling of the peak dose at the end of the antiproton
particle track, compared to protons, producing a significant clinical advantage. The loss of
the primary beam due to in-flight nuclear reactions is expected to be slightly more than for
protons, but still less than that of carbon ions (Bassler et al 2005). The antiproton depth–dose
curve will therefore look similar to the depth–dose curve of protons, but with additional energy
deposited in the Bragg peak from the antiproton annihilation.

Since 2002 the AD-4/ACE Collaboration has been working at CERN, using the antiproton
decelerator (AD), on assessing the dosimetric and radiobiological properties of beams of
antiprotons in order to estimate the suitability of antiprotons for radiotherapy (Holzscheiter
et al 2004, 2006, Maggiore et al 2004, Bassler et al 2006, Bassler 2006). The AD has been
designed and constructed for fundamental research on matter–antimatter symmetries and the
availability of antiprotons for applied studies is sparse at best. Typically, we are able to
obtain one week of beam time each year and have therefore concentrated on collecting few
but critical data to benchmark computer models that can then be used to develop treatment
planning tools. These in turn will allow us to gain a deeper insight in the potential advantages
of antiprotons compared to other modalities and in selecting the most appropriate candidates
of tumour indications for antiproton therapy.

Radiotherapy with antiprotons has a potential to deliver a high biological effective dose to
the target while at the same time reducing the dose to normal tissue in the entrance region much
more than possible with any other radiation modality. It is one of the paradigms of radiotherapy
that a decrease of the irradiated volume of normal tissue is in many cases associated with an
increased tolerance dose of these tissues (see, e.g., Hopewell and Trott (2000)). There are at
least two situations in which antiprotons might be useful for radiotherapy. The first are tumours
that cannot be controlled by conventional radiation, because the applied dose is limited by
the surrounding normal tissues and where a substantial dose escalation may be beneficial,
like e.g. tumours at the base of skull or paraspinal tumours. Another indication may be
recurrent tumours. If the initial treatment included any kind of radiotherapy, the normal tissue
surrounding the tumour will have already received a significant dose. In order to re-irradiate

7 For nuclei with 60 � A � 200 the probability is 85–90% according to Cugnon et al (2001).
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Figure 1. FLUKA calculation of charged particle LET spectrum of a 126 MeV antiproton
beam. The spectrum was calculated both in the peak region and in the plateau region. Charged
particles with 1 � Z � 6 were here taken into account. The sharp line in the plateau region at
0.6 keV µm−1 originates from the primary antiproton beam.

this tumour one needs to assure that the dose to normal tissue does not exceed accepted
tolerance level. This is facilitated by the high peak-to-plateau ratio offered by antiprotons.

Unlike protons, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the antiproton beam varies
sharply with depth near the end of range, as the annihilation process yields fragments with a
higher linear energy transfer (LET). A calculated LET spectrum is shown in figure 1.

This enhanced LET results in an increased RBE in the peak region relative to the plateau
region. The biological effect of an antiproton beam was for the first time measured by
Holzscheiter et al (2006). However the RBE in the peak could not be measured, since
the dosimetry in this region was complicated by both the mixed particle spectrum and the
pulsed form of the antiproton beam. Dosimetry with alanine, thermoluminescent devices and
radiochromic films were used, but these suffer from a strong, often not well understood, LET
dependence of the response. Calorimetric measurements were considered as too cumbersome.
Ionization chamber measurements were initially believed to be complicated due to the pulsed
structure of the antiproton beam currently available at CERN.

In this paper, we report the first measurement of the dose deposited in water by a pulsed
antiproton beam using ionization chambers. The high instantaneous dose rate causes a
reduction in the charge collection efficiency due to general recombination effects. Using
the ‘Boag’s two voltage method’ as described by Boag and Currant (1980) we can get an
estimate of the charge collection efficiency. It should be stressed that our goal is not to
perform high precision dosimetry, as there are several sources of errors in the 1% range that
may perturb the results which we cannot yet control. Our primary goal is instead to obtain
an initial estimate of the RBE for antiprotons that will allow us to define any significant
advantages of antiproton radiotherapy over other modalities. For this, uncertainties in dose of
a few per cent may be tolerated.

2. Experimental methods

The antiproton decelerator (AD) at CERN is set up to provide a 502 MeV/c (∼126 MeV)
antiproton beam. Every 90 s a spill of roughly 2–3 × 107 antiprotons is ejected within 300 ns.
The average number of ejected antiprotons may change depending on the actual state of the
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accelerator facility. Using, e.g., arbitrarily selected 20 consecutive spills (corresponding to
about 30 min of operation), the average number of antiprotons per spill was 2.5 × 107 with a
standard deviation of 0.1 × 107. The number of antiprotons for each spill was recorded for
each individual spill using a sensitive current transformer in the extraction beam line from
the AD to our target station. While the statistical fluctuations of these measurements are low,
particle loss between the transformer and our target may introduce a systematic shift (�10%).
The momentum spread of the beam was �p/p = 5 × 10−4, and the divergence is in the order
of 5 mrad. The FWHM of the beam was slightly ellipsoid, being about 1 cm in one axis
and 0.9 cm along the other axis. The beam exits the accelerator vacuum via a thin titanium
window, traverses several beam monitors (scintillator viewed by CCD camera, radiochromic
film) and is collimated to 1 cm diameter before entering our target. The temperature in the
AD hall is maintained at 20 ◦C.

The target phantom is a 220 mm × 275 mm × 180 mm water tank built of PMMA material
according to IAEA and ICRU standards for proton therapy (IAEA 2000, ICRU 1998). The
PMMA walls are all 10 mm thick, except for the entrance window, which is 3 mm thick and
had a diameter of 70 mm. We use two custom-made plane-parallel ionization chambers of the
advanced Roos type from PTW Freiburg with graphite electrodes8. These are similar to the
standard Roos chamber M34001, but with an increased diameter of 39.6 mm and a collecting
volume of 2.479 cm3. The electrode spacing is 2.013 mm. The ionization chambers are cross
calibrated in absorbed dose to water using 60Co γ -rays as reference radiation quality at +
400 V towards a reference ionization chamber using the in-house gammatron at the German
Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) in Heidelberg (Kartal 2007). The calibration is carried out
with a 10 cm × 10 cm field in a water phantom at 20 ◦C temperature and air pressure of 1013
hPa. The source–chamber distance was 80 cm and the measurement depth in water was 5
g cm−2 for the effective point. The reference chamber is a PTW Roos ionization chamber
M34001-0045 and is calibrated at PTW, which is a Secondary Standard Dosimeter Laboratory
(SSDL). The NQ0 is found to be 1.32 × 107 Gy C−1 for both ionization chambers with an
uncertainty of ±4%.

The measurement in the antiproton beam was performed using a pencil beam which had a
diameter that was much smaller than the active area of the chamber. The dose obtained under
such conditions is an integral dose over the area of the chamber at the specific depth rather
than a central axis depth dose which is measured in a broad beam. Measuring such an integral
dose is common for facilities using, e.g., a scanned pencil beam, like at the Paul-Scherrer
institute or at GSI for carbon ions.

At the antiproton beam line at CERN, one ionization chamber is attached in front of the
entrance window to the water phantom. This chamber is used for normalization of the pulse to
pulse fluctuations of the antiproton beam. The second chamber is attached to a calliper which
provides submillimetre precision readings of the ionization chamber position. The collected
charge is read out with a UNIDOS electrometer from PTW Freiburg.

At each calliper position, data from each of several spills of antiprotons are recorded.
Typically, we see around 175 pC per spill in the entry chamber and 0.2–1.4 nC in the second
ionization chamber depending on the position in the water phantom. The fixed ionization
chamber at the entrance window is kept at +400 V at all times. With the ionization chamber
mounted in the water phantom we usually record 4–8 spills at +400 V and 4 spills at +300
V. The electrometer is read out and reset after each spill. The dark current contribution was
insignificant.

8 TM34073-1, 08-0001 and -0002.
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From the measured charge q1 and q2 recorded at V1 = 400 V and V2 = 300 V, respectively,
it is possible to apply Boag’s theorem Boag and Currant (1980). This is done by solving

0 = q1

q2
· V2

V1
− ln(1 + u1)

ln(1 + u1V1/V2)
. (1)

Equation (1) is derived from equation (9) in (Boag and Currant 1980). u is related to the
collection efficiency f in such a way that

f = 1

u
ln(1 + u). (2)

In practice, a plug-in was written9 for the ‘Gnumeric’ spreadsheet program10, which
extended the software with additional functions for calculating u and f . As an input parameter
the measured charges at two voltages are needed. The functionality of the algorithms was
checked by comparing the results with another independently developed program using the
root-finding function provided by the Gnu Scientific Library (Galassi et al 2007).

Alternatively, Boag et al also suggest three different algorithms in Boag et al (1996) which
enhance equation (2) with a free-electron collection effect on the recombination correction.
These three algorithms are also supported in the plug-in mentioned before. In these algorithms,
the free-electron fraction p is needed as an additional parameter. In this paper, f ′ will be the
free-electron-corrected charge collection efficiency based upon equation 7 in Boag et al (1996):

f ′(u) = f (u) · epu − 1

pu
. (3)

At some calliper positions, we only measure charge at one voltage setting (400 V).
Here, the charge collection efficiency is interpolated from neighbouring positions. Beyond the
annihilation peak the acquired charge is small and equation (1) has no solution due to statistical
fluctuations, and instead the collection efficiency is extrapolated. Similarly for the ionization
chamber at the fixed entry position, the charge collection efficiency is merely estimated by
extrapolation.

Linearity checks validating Boag’s two voltage method are made at two calliper positions,
covering the peak and the plateau region. Here the entire voltage range from the UNIDOS
electrometer is applied in 50 V steps, and the q−1 versus V −1 plots are investigated for linearity.

The Boag-corrected collected charge MQ,B of the antiproton beam quality Q can be found
by

MQ,B = q/f. (4)

The absolute dose DQ is then

DQ = MQ,BNQ0kQ,Q0 (5)

where NQ0 is the 60Co calibration factor, as mentioned earlier. kQ,Q0 is a beam quality
correction factor, which here is set to unity. The kQ,Q0 factor for the advanced Roos chamber
should be nearly identical to the corresponding factor for the standard Roos chamber, the
only possible difference being the chamber specific correction factors pQ appearing in the
calculation of kQ,Q0 (according to equation (3.4) of IAEA (2000)). This pQ factor is, however,
taken to be unity for all chambers in a proton beam in IAEA (2000) and for photons the only
effect of an increased diameter could influence the perturbation effect of the wall, pwall, which
is given as 1.001 for the Roos chamber. Given the large guard ring of the Roos chamber this
factor should be dominated by the entrance and exit window of the chamber. Any expected

9 The plug-in is available at http://www.phys.au.dk/˜bassler/work.shtml?Boag.
10 http://www.gnome.org/projects/gnumeric/.

http://www.phys.au.dk/~bassler/work.shtml?Boag.
http://www.gnome.org/projects/gnumeric/
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difference for our chamber should not exceed the 1% level, an accuracy that is clearly beyond
the level of accuracy we are aiming for in our experiment. A difference in kQ,Q0 for protons
and antiprotons may arise due to the different spectra of secondary particles. Even for carbon
ions, where secondary particles may play a similarly important role as for antiprotons, kQ,Q0

is still assumed to be of the same range as for protons, namely 1.003. Taking kQ,Q0 as unity
for antiprotons is thus not expected to introduce an uncertainty of more than 1–2%.

The relative measurements plotted in figures 5 and 6 are the ratio between the Boag-
corrected charge measured in the ionization chamber mounted on the calliper MQ,B,var(d) at a
given depth d and the charge measured in the entry ionization chamber MQ,B,entry corresponding
to a water-equivalent (WE) depth of d = 0 cm:

MQ,B,var(d)

MQ,B,entry
= qvar(d)

qentry
· fentry

fvar(d)
. (6)

As mentioned earlier, the average ratio was acquired from multiple spills. The absolute
measurements presented in the third column in table 1 is the dose per antiproton, calculated
using equation (5) and the number of antiprotons derived from the beam current monitor. The
dose per antiproton presented here is averaged over multiple spills as well, and the standard
deviation of the measurement is mentioned in the table as well.

3. Monte Carlo calculations

For comparison, calculations using both FLUKA v. 2006.3 (Fassò et al 2005, eConf
C0303241:MOMT005 2003) and SHIELD-HIT v2.2 (Gudowska et al 2004) are applied. The
geometry applied in FLUKA and SHIELD-HIT consists simply of a 502 MeV/c antiproton
beam hitting a 20 × 20 × 20 cm3 water tank. The Gaussian-shaped beam width was set to
have a FWHM of 1.0 cm and 0.9 cm along the x- and y-axes. For statistical precision we used
150 000 and 100 000 primary particles, respectively, in the calculations using FLUKA and
SHIELD-HIT.

The scoring region is a stack of discs placed along the beam axis. Each disc has a diameter
of 39.6 mm matching the effective diameter of the ionization chamber. Since the FWHM of
the beam width is only in the order of 1 cm, practically all antiprotons are contained in the
active scoring region, even in the Bragg peak. This is illustrated in figure 2 which shows the
lateral dose profile for the simulated beam in the plateau and the peak regions. The active
scoring region also includes most low energy fragments generated in the annihilation events.

The resolution along the beam axis was in 1 mm steps for the SHIELD-HIT simulation
and 0.25 mm for the FLUKA simulation. For all FLUKA calculations a beam momentum
spread of �p/p = 5 × 10−4 was used as well as a beam divergence of 5 mrad, corresponding
to the characteristics of the CERN beam. In FLUKA, the default transport settings and cut-off
energies from the ‘HADROTHE’ card are always used.

For comparison with protons (shown later in figure 7), the FLUKA calculation was
repeated using a 5 cm × 5 cm square field of antiprotons, while maintaining beam energy,
momentum spread and divergence. The target was a 20 × 20 × 100 cm3 water tank placed
along the beam axis. The average dose is again scored along the beam axis using flat discs,
but with a radius of 0.5 cm and a thickness of 0.25 mm. Here, 400 000 particles are simulated.

Finally, the LET spectrum shown in figure 1 was obtained using 400 000 particles in a
water phantom. Again, the primary beam was a 5 cm × 5 cm square field of antiprotons with
unchanged beam energy, momentum spread and divergence. The track-length fluence was
scored for pions and kaons (π+, π−, π0, K+, K−, K0), for protons and antiprotons, as well as
all other nuclei with 1 � Z � 6. The scoring region was one 2 × 2 × 1 cm3 box placed at
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Figure 2. FLUKA calculation of the lateral dose distribution at 1.1 cm WE depth and 11.6 cm
depth for the CERN beam. The entire beam is confined within the diameter of the ionization
chamber.

the entrance to the water phantom in the centre of the beam with the short sides parallel to the
beam axis. A similar scoring volume is also positioned around the centre of the annihilation
peak at a depth of 11–12 cm.

Initial attempts to use Geant4 (Allison et al 2006, Agostinelli et al 2003) failed, as at
that time the behaviour of very low energy antiprotons had not yet been fully incorporated.
Meanwhile much progress in this area has been made (Kossov 2005) and future studies may
include Geant4 simulations.

4. Results

The 1/q versus 1/V plot in the plateau and at the peak of the depth–dose curve is shown in
figure 3. The data were normalized to 1/q acquired at 400 V. The choice of 400 and 300 V
for the ionization chamber may not be ideal, as it is often suggested that V1 > 2V2. However,
these voltage setting are within the region of linearity for the entire depth–dose curve, thereby
maintaining a consistent read-out procedure.

The calculated charge collection efficiency, f , which was applied to the measured charge,
is shown in figure 4 as a function of WE depth. Using the charge collection efficiency data,
we can compare the measured depth–dose curve in water with SHIELD-HIT and FLUKA
simulations, which is shown in figures 5 and 6, respectively. Since the measurements were
recorded with an arbitrary x-scale, the measurements were shifted along the x-axis in order
to match the peak of the Monte Carlo calculations. Both the Monte Carlo calculations and
the measurements are normalized to unity at 88 mm WE depth in order to better show the
deviations in the form of the depth–dose curve. Using this normalization, the SHIELD-HIT
calculations show an overestimation of more than 20% in the peak region, whereas FLUKA
matches the measured depth–dose curve very well (�1%). In the plateau region at 38.5 mm
WE depth SHIELD-HIT underestimates the relative dose with 16%. FLUKA overestimates
the dose here with less than 2%.
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Figure 4. Calculated charge collection efficiency.

In terms of absolute values, our measurements indicate higher doses than calculated with
SHIELD-HIT or FLUKA. With the entry ionization chamber we measure on average 101 ±
4 pico Gy (pGy) deposited dose per antiproton. As an estimate, we extrapolate the charge
collection efficiency from the first data points of the second ionization chamber. At the second
ionization chamber we see 116 ± 2 pGy of deposited dose per antiproton in a WE depth of
28 mm and 166 ± 3 pGy at a WE depth of 88 mm. In table 1, we compare these values to those
calculated by SHIELD-HIT and FLUKA. The errors stated here are 1σ standard deviations.

The free-electron effect was calculated at a point in the plateau (at 28 mm WE depth)
and the peak region (at 116 mm WE depth) assuming p = 0.1. The results are presented in
table 2.

All data and data analysis are made available on the world wide web (Bassler et al 2007).
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Figure 5. 126 MeV antiprotons hitting a water target. SHIELD-HIT v.2.2 Monte Carlo calculations
compared with ionization chamber measurements.

Figure 6. 126 MeV antiprotons hitting a water target. FLUKA 2006.3 Monte Carlo calculations
compared with ionization chamber measurements.

Table 1. Absolute comparison of deposited dose per antiproton.

SHIELD-HIT FLUKA Measurements
(pGy) (pGy) (pGy)

Entry chamber at 0 mm 86.7 96.7 101 ± 4
Chamber at 27.5 mm 94.5 109 116 ± 2
Chamber at 87.5 mm 147 152 166 ± 3

5. Discussion

We found excellent agreement between ionization chamber measurements and FLUKA
simulations for relative dose and reasonable agreement in the plateau regions for absolute
dose (error < 4–9%). The origin of the systematic deviation between experiment and models
is not clear, but may possibly be attributed to several sources: first, the advanced Roos chamber
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Table 2. Collection efficiency without (f ) and with (f ′) free-electron correction; p = 0.1.

u f f ′

Chamber at plateau (27.5 mm) 0.0466 0.9774 0.9797
Chamber at peak (115.5 mm) 0.4736 0.8186 0.8383

was cross calibrated towards another ionization chamber which has an uncertainty of ±4%
(Kartal 2007). Second, the calibration of the antiproton beam current monitor (which provides
the amount of antiprotons) is accurate to only ±1% and may additionally have a systematic
deviation of up to 10%. The difference in results from SHIELD-HIT and FLUKA is most
likely related to different in-flight annihilation cross sections used by the two code packages.
The in-flight annihilation cross sections of antiprotons and in-flight losses of other ions are
discussed in more detail in Bassler et al (2005).

From the presented data it is difficult to decide which of the two code packages gives
a more accurate value for the absolute antiproton dose. But based on the better agreement
of the relative dose versus depth and on the fact that FLUKA simulations of protons were
benchmarked by Biaggi et al (1999) and found in very good agreement with measurements,
we tend to favour the FLUKA code package.

Finally, there is an uncertainty coming from the application of Boag’s theory to the
antiproton beam. The correction used is strictly valid only if the linearity of the 1/q versus
1/V plot is maintained. In figure 3, the plateau position plot reveals a deviation from linearity
at a chamber voltage of 400 V. But when using points from 350 V and below, this only changed
the charge collection efficiency by roughly 1.5%. The data in figures 5 and 6 are exclusively
based on charge collected at 400 V and 300 V.

For pulsed beams both initial and general recombination show a linear 1/q versus 1/V

dependence (Palmans et al 2006). In principle, it is possible to distinguish the contributions
from both recombination effects. By varying the pulse length, only the general recombination
is affected, as initial recombination is independent of the incident dose rate (Park et al 2006).
Since it is not possible to significantly change the pulse length at the CERN beam line, one
could instead change the angle of the ionization chamber relative to the beam axis. This was
done by Kanai et al (1998) for a heavy ion beam, which also investigated the LET dependence
of initial recombination. It could be interesting to apply similar methods to the antiproton
beam in a future experiment and perhaps derive an estimate of the mean LET of the particle
spectrum.

The result from Boag’s free-electron-correction term in table 2 indicates only small
changes to the result. The change of the charge collection efficiency when applying f ′ instead
of f is less than 1% in the plateau region and 2% in the peak region. The other two models in
Boag et al (1996) gave similar results within ∼ 1%. The estimate of p = 0.1 was derived from
figure 3 in that reference. Here, p is plotted as a function of V for a plane-parallel ionization
chamber with an electrode distance of 6.1 mm. Assuming equal field strength in the ionization
chamber we read out p for a corresponding electrode distance of 2 mm. As a test, we tried
to minimize the sum-of-squares deviation between measurement and FLUKA calculation and
use p as a free parameter. A best fit was then achieved at p = 0.062, but this is regarded as
being highly speculative.

At last, one may discuss whether the Bragg–Gray conditions are fulfilled for an antiproton
beam. Antiprotons annihilating on the air in the ionization chamber may lead to the generation
of new particles, leading to a violation of the charged particle equilibrium requirement.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the central axis depth–dose curves in water from a pristine antiproton
beam with a similar proton beam. The depth–dose curves were calculated with FLUKA. The
energy of the antiprotons was 126 MeV, and the field size was 5 cm × 5 cm. The momentum
spread was assumed to be �p/p = 5 × 10−4 and the beam divergence was set at 5 mrad. The
dose was scored along a cylindrical region with a diameter of 1 cm in 0.25 mm steps.

Those particles may have different energy spectrum and composition. But as air mostly
consists of light elements such as oxygen and nitrogen which are comparable to carbon11

and the water environment, we do not expect significant deviations here. Despite the various
uncertainties mentioned above, the overall agreement between FLUKA and our experimental
data provides us with a reasonable level of confidence that we can determine dose–depth curves
for antiprotons with sufficient accuracy to obtain RBE values versus depth for an antiproton
beam using the measured survival values obtained in previous (Holzscheiter et al 2006) and
future experiments conducted at CERN.

If the dosimetric evaluation is confirmed further, this will emphasize the potential of
antiprotons in radiotherapy compared to protons, as presented in figure 7. Here, we used a
broad beam (5 cm × 5 cm) in order to more closely match a clinical situation. In principle,
this beam could be produced passively or actively to cover the target area. Scoring the central
dose region, several features can be observed. In the entry region, a slight elevation of the dose
level is seen as compared to protons, arising from antiprotons annihilating in-flight. The peak
region itself is augmented by a factor of more than two as compared with the proton Bragg
peak, at iso-fluence. When peak normalizing the depth–dose curves shown here, the dose
from antiprotons at a depth of 6 cm will only be half that of the dose from protons, illustrating
the significant reduction in normal tissue dose for an identical physical dose to the tumour.
Combining the results obtained here and the RBE estimate in (Holzscheiter et al 2006) of
around 2 (for a slightly spread-out annihilation peak), this imposes an even further decrease
of the biologically effective dose in the entrance region as compared to a proton beam with
identical biological effect in the target region.

11 Ionization chamber electrodes consist of carbon, and the plastic housing is expected to consist of a carbon-rich
compound too.
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The comparison of proton and antiproton depth–doses at the same range shows the
immense potential of antiprotons to reduce the dose to normal tissue in the entrance region of
the particles, even without taking any increase in biological efficiency into account.

It should of course be mentioned that the dose beyond the Bragg peak is non-negligible
in the case of antiprotons, which is due to the annihilation products. This dose contribution,
however, is not a major concern for most clinical applications and both smaller in value and of
shorter range than the dose in the fragment tail of, e.g., carbon ions. Thus, the improvement
of the depth–dose characteristic of antiprotons as compared to protons seems to be undoubted.
The remaining open question to be answered is the lateral dose distribution from antiprotons,
especially close to the annihilation region. If the dose due to secondary particles is spread
out significantly more in the lateral direction as compared to protons, this may be a serious
drawback for the clinical use of antiprotons. Since the annihilation event happens at rest and
is therefore isotropic in its effect we can already deduce some information from the distal
edge of the Bragg peak. From our earlier measurements (Holzscheiter et al 2006) we expect
the penumbra of antiproton beams to be only slightly larger than for protons. In addition, the
effect of the diffuse and apparently weak dose from pions, gammas and neutrons on tissue far
from the target area needs to be considered.

We are currently investigating this topic with model calculations along with experiments
attempting to assess the peripheral dose, and this work will be the subject of a future publication
which is in preparation.

6. Conclusion

Simulations with FLUKA 2006.3 are in excellent agreement with our relative measurements.
In terms of absolute dose, our measurements are 6–9% higher than the FLUKA calculations, but
this may be attributed to uncertainties in the saturation correction, the Monte Carlo simulation,
the calibration of the ion chambers or a systematic shift in the number of antiprotons entering
the target.

SHIELD-HIT v.2.2 overestimated the peak–plateau ratio, which is most likely related to
the annihilation cross sections used by this code. Using ion chamber dosimetry, for the first
time an absolute value of the absorbed dose in a beam of antiprotons could be determined.
This enables a quantitative evaluation of the relative biological effectiveness of antiprotons and
proves the superiority of the depth–dose distribution of antiprotons as compared to protons.
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Abstract

In this paper we report on the measurement of the antiproton depth–dose curve, with alanine detectors. The results are compared with
simulations using the particle energy spectrum calculated by FLUKA, and using the track structure model of Hansen and Olsen for con-
version of calculated dose into response. A good agreement is observed between the measured and calculated relative effectiveness
although an underestimation of the measured values beyond the Bragg-peak remains unexplained. The model prediction of response
of alanine towards heavy charged particles encourages future use of the alanine detectors for dosimetry of mixed radiation fields.
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1. Introduction

In radiotherapy of deep seated tumours it is advanta-
geous to be able to deliver the dose from ionizing radiation
to the tumour while at the same time sparing the surround-
ing normal tissue to maximum possible extend. The
depth–dose profile of a proton beam is far superior to
the depth–dose beam of photons in such cases, as the
deposited energy peaks at the end of the range of the
primary charged particle track.

In 1984, Gray and Kalogeropoulos suggested radiother-
apy with antiprotons [1]. One of the anticipated advantages
of antiprotons compared to protons, is the additional
energy deposited at the Bragg-peak from the antiproton
annihilation. Sullivan suggested in [2] that the additional
local energy deposited by the annihilation products may
roughly be about 30 MeV over the last 0.5 g cm�2 of its tra-
jectory. Even though this value sounds low compared with

mailto:n.bassler@dkfz.de
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the total of 1.88 GeV released by the annihilation, this still
results in a substantial augmentation of the peak dose at
the end of the particle track. Roughly, a proton has about
20 MeV left of kinetic energy before the onset of the Bragg-
peak (corresponding to a residual range of 0.5 g cm�2) and
the additional 30 MeV would therefore more than double
the energy deposited in the peak region. In this paper we
try to characterize the antiproton annihilation peak, using
alanine detectors.

To interpret a measured response of a biological system
exposed to a beam of charged particles in terms of dose
deposition, a prediction of the relative biological effective-
ness (RBE) for the particular beam of particles is necessary.
Similarly, for a radiation detector the relative effectiveness
(RE) is relating the observed detector response with dose
deposition. The observed response of a detector is here
expressed in terms of the dose R, which is the dose as read
from the 60Co c-ray response curve. This term will exclu-
sively be used here to express response. For the dose Dion

deposited by ions and the secondary particles produced
along the primary beam path, we have

Rion ¼ RE � Dion ð1Þ
Thus, Rion is the response of a detector exposed to ion
beams, expressed in terms of the dose by c-rays necessary
to produce an equal response. Here, ‘‘ion” means any pri-
mary particle with Z P 1. Note, that often the term heavy
charged particles (HCPs) is used, referring to particles with
Z > 1.

For a given biological system and chosen endpoint,
RBE is a function of the target parameters, atomic number
and velocity of the bombarding particle. This is why the
RBE in the plateau region is different from that in the
Bragg-peak. For protons one generally assumes an RBE
close to unity for the entire penetration, even though an
increase of RBE beyond this value has been observed for
the distal edge of the Bragg-peak [3,4].

For HCPs the increase of RBE with depth becomes
more pronounced and also shifts towards the entrance to
the target with increasing atomic number. For antiprotons
compared to protons of the same energy, the RBE is antic-
ipated to be further enhanced in the peak region, due to the
annihilation process which yields fragments with Z > 1. In
the plateau region, antiprotons are expected to exhibit an
RBE similar to that of protons.

The RE of a detector is expected to behave similar: in
the peak region of the depth–dose curve we expect a lower
RE due to secondary particles which may have a higher
LET [5].

Attempts to measure the RBE of antiprotons directly in
the peak region have failed so far [6–8], since any RBE
determination requires knowledge of the dose. Dosimetry
of the antiproton depth–dose curve is problematic since
all applicable dosimeters known to us show non-linear
effects in response when being exposed to ion beams. This
is true for e.g. silicon diodes [9,10], diamond detectors
[10,11], radiochromic films [12] and alanine [13].
At CERN the antiproton beam has a pulsed structure
which leads to ionic recombination effects in ionization
chambers [14–17]. Measurements using Boag’s theorem
[18,19] correcting for recombination effects have been per-
formed and are described in [20]. Calorimetry is the most
direct way to measure absorbed dose according to its defi-
nition. However, calorimeters are cumbersome to use and
are not easily applicable in a low-frequency pulsed beam
such as CERN’s antiproton beam. Other detectors we have
applied in the antiproton beam are lithium fluoride based
thermoluminescent devices (TLDs) and radiochromic films
[21]. This paper, however, will concentrate on the results
achieved with alanine detectors.

L-a-alanine is an amino acid which occurs naturally in
the human body. When alanine is irradiated with ionizing
radiation, it forms the stable radical CH3– _CH–COOH.
Using an electron spin resonance (ESR) reader, the free
electron pair at the chiral carbon atom can be detected.
The magnitude of the ESR response depends on the
amount of absorbed dose, and Bradshaw et al. [22] first
suggested to use this detector as a dosimeter. The behav-
iour of alanine in photonic fields is well characterized
[23]. The dynamic range of these pellets is large, ranging
from 0.5 Gy to 100 kGy, being linear in the region up to
10 kGy. Kudoh et al. [24] showed that there was no dose
rate effect when exposing 2.34 kGy X-rays within 70 ns.
The response of alanine detectors to HCPs was investigated
by Hansen and Olsen in the 80s [25,26]. A model explaining
the behaviour based upon the Butts and Katz track struc-
ture idea [27,28] was developed [29]. This model has had
some success in predicting the RE of alanine detectors,
including fading effects – a phenomenon being of impor-
tance in the evaluation of dose–response for alanine detec-
tors exposed to beams of HCPs: the temporal instability of
the ESR signal in alanine after exposure to ionizing radia-
tion, has been reported to be rather insignificant at low
doses, but becoming more significant when approaching
saturation doses of �5 � 105 Gy [25]. It was measured to
be less than 1% per year for low-LET radiation, but as
much as 16% after 4000 h when exposing alanine to high
doses (5 � 105 Gy) of 16 MeV protons, and 22% for
106 Gy from stopping 21 MeV 7Li-ions [23]. At lower doses
(but at the same dose rate), the decay of the ESR signal
from 104 Gy of 16 MeV protons stabilizes to 3% after
4000 h. The decay in alanine is dominant within the first
100–200 h after exposure to HCPs, and the rate of decay
is different for pellets positioned in the plateau compared
to those in the Bragg-peak [30].

The difference in fading rate between high and low-LET
radiation and high and low dose is attributed to radical
recombination effects in the microscopic high dose regions
of the particle tracks [30]. Fading predictions based on the
model of track structure have shown to conform to exper-
imental data [26].

Concluding, due to the higher atomic number of annihi-
lation fragments in the Bragg-peak of antiprotons the fad-
ing processes will be more pronounced and should from a
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theoretical point of view be taken into account when com-
paring the radiation effect in the Bragg-peak with that of
protons.

Here we shall apply the track structure model on a
mixed particle-energy spectrum simulated by FLUKA, in
order to calculate the RE and then the expected response
of alanine pellets based on the measured 60Co c-ray
dose–response curve. The predicted response as a function
of penetration depth is compared to that measured from a
stack of alanine pellets exposed to a beam of antiprotons.

2. Experimental methods

Two stacks of alanine pellets are irradiated with antipro-
tons. The pellets in stack #1 consist of finely grained crys-
talline alanine powder (Merck) 95% by weight mixed with
5% by weight polyvinyl-pyrrolidone (Polyvidone, Merck)
as the binding agent and are manufactured by Hansen.
The pellets have an outer diameter of 4.5 mm, an average
thickness of 2 mm, and a density of 1.210 g cm�3. Details
about the dosimeter pellets are published in [29]. In this
stack seven pellets are placed in the plateau, and 18 pellets
are placed around the annihilation peak and are sur-
rounded by a polystyrene phantom.

Stack #2 consists of alanine pellets which are produced
by NPL and consists of 90% by weight L-a-alanine and
10% high melting point paraffin wax. The diameter of the
pellets is 5 mm and the thickness is either 2.2 mm or
0.44 mm (average values for the entire batch). The average
density is 1.235 g cm�3. The stack is assembled from eleven
2.2 mm pellets, six 0.44 mm pellets and five 2.2 mm pellets,
arranged in a 5.2 mm cylindrical hole in a PMMA phan-
tom. We used a build-up plate of 81.8 mm polystyrene in
order to position the Bragg-peak around the position of
the thin pellets.

The Antiproton Decelerator (AD) at CERN provides a
502 MeV/c (�126 MeV) antiproton beam. Every 90 s a
spill consisting of roughly 3 � 107 antiprotons is ejected
within 300 ns. The momentum spread of the beam is Dp/
p = 5 � 10�4, and the divergence is in the order of 5 mrad.
The beam exits the accelerator vacuum via a thin titanium
window and is collimated to 1 cm diameter.

The absolute number of particles extracted from the AD
is determined by a fast current transformer mounted down-
stream of the extraction septum in the beam line feeding
our experimental set-up. Earlier studies show that this
number possibly has a tendency to overestimate the
amount of antiprotons hitting the target by 10–20%. This
may be due to calibration errors and/or to losses in the
final stretches of the beam line leading up to our set-up.
In addition, for stack #1 we could only randomly manual
check the number of antiprotons per spill, due to a tempo-
rary problem in the AD logging system. Those numbers
were used to derive the best estimate of the amount of anti-
protons hitting the alanine stack. The precision of this esti-
mate is in the order of ±5%. For stack #2 the problems
were solved, and every spill was logged.
We verify the alignment of the two stacks with two
radiochromic films (GAFChromic HS and EBT) which
are inserted along the beam. The FWHM of the beam
when irradiating stack #2 is almost circular with a FWHM
of 0.9 and 1.0 cm along the x and y axis. The beam which is
used for stack #1 has a more ellipsoid form of about 0.6–
1.0 cm FWHM along the x and y axis, respectively. The
ESR signal of the pellets in stack #1 is read-out by the
Radiation Research Department at the Risø, National
Laboratory in Denmark, using a Bruker EMS 104 EPR
alanine read-out device. Stack #1 is read-out several times
at increasing time intervals, in order to detect any fading
effects, as reported in [30]. At each read-out, the pellet is
measured at 0� and 90� rotation and a mean signal strength
is obtained. Stack #2 is read-out at the National Physics
Laboratory (NPL) in the UK using the standard proce-
dures for NPL’s radiotherapy level alanine dosimetry ser-
vice [31]. The spectrometer is a Bruker ESX and a
standard Bruker ST4102 rectangular cavity. The acquisi-
tion time is 120 s consisting of six 20 s scans with 90� rota-
tion of the pellet between the third and fourth scan. The
pellets are introduced in the spectrometer using an auto-
mated loading system with a specially constructed sample
holder to provide highly accurate positioning [32].

3. Model calculations

FLUKA [33,34] version 2006.3 is used for calculating
the antiproton particle transport through the medium
and the distribution of secondaries in each alanine pellet.
The geometry of both stacks is carefully implemented,
including correct densities and chemical compositions of
target and phantom materials. The beam profiles measured
with the radiochromic films is used as an input parameter
for FLUKA for stack #1 and stack #2. We find for stack
#1 a little misalignment of 2 mm and a rotation of the
phantom of a half degree, which we include in the FLUKA
calculations. 500.000 particles are used for the statistics,
using the FLUKA hadron therapy ‘‘HADROTHE”
default settings. The dose D for all particles (including con-
tribution from c-rays) is scored in every pellet position
using the ‘‘USRBIN” card in FLUKA. A custom user rou-
tine is written to determine the dose Dc from electromag-
netic transport (c-rays, electrons, positions) and DR. DR

is a dose derived from what FLUKA defines as ‘‘kerma
energy”, which is energy being transferred to particles
which are not transported further and again deposit their
energy at the production point. These particles are not fur-
ther identified in FLUKA, but it is expected to be related to
low-energy neutron reactions and possibly also low-energy
heavy recoils from the annihilation process.

In addition, we record the track length fluence-energy
spectrum /[Ej,Zi] for pions, kaons and all nuclei with
1 6 Z 6 6 for each pellet using the ‘‘USRTRACK” card
in FLUKA. Another user routine is written in order to
group all particles of equal charge. For example Z = 1 cov-
ers all pions (p+,p�,p0), kaons ðKþ;K�;K0

S;K
0
L;K

0; �K0Þ,
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Fig. 1. Calculated relative efficiencies for infinitesimal thin detectors,
without fading effects.
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antiprotons, protons, deuterons and tritons. Higher
charges Z P 2 includes all isotopes of the respective
charge. The energy binning is done in energy per nucleon,
which eases further data processing by using the fact that
particles with equal charge and equal energy per nucleon
have equal stopping power. For instance, pions are there-
fore treated as protons with mass A = 0.15 amu. The
energy range scored ranges from 10 keV/nucleon to
1 GeV/nucleon in 100 logarithmic steps. We neglect effects
of changing the charge sign, since the Barkas effect [35] is
insignificant for our calculations. Thus, in all calculations
antiprotons have equal stopping power as protons.

From FLUKA we can build a fluence matrix /[Ej,Zi]
which is divided in particle types Zi and energy bins with
the mean energy per nucleon Ej.

For the relative efficiency calculations, the same
approach of grouping the particles in terms of charge
and energy per nucleon is taken, since the default model
is not capable of treating pions, antiprotons or kaons.

The track length dose DTL from these particle-energy
spectra can be derived from /[Ej,Zi] as

DTL ¼
XZproj

i¼1

XEbin

j¼1

/½Ej;Zi�
1

q
dE
dx
ðEj; ZiÞ; ð2Þ

where 1
q

dE
dx ðEj; ZiÞ is the mass stopping power for particle Zi

at energy Ej. The stopping power is evaluated at the center
of the energy bin using the PSTAR and ASTAR routines
by Berger et al. [36] for Z = 1 and Z = 2, respectively,
and MSTAR (by Paul and Shinner [37,38]) is used for
Z > 2. Since we use track length dose, the energy dissipa-
tion of primary and secondary particles, when passing
through the pellet of interest, is accounted for, when calcu-
lating DTL.

The dose DTL calculated by the track length fluence, is
lower than the FLUKA dose D, since photons and low
energy recoils are not included in the DTL calculation.
Instead these contributions are scored directly in Dc and
DR as mentioned before. The contribution from Dc and
DR to the total dose is about 1–2% in the plateau region
and about 7–9% in the pellet(s) covering the peak region.
The total summed dose DTOTAL is therefore

DTOTAL ¼ DTL þ Dc þ DR: ð3Þ

DTOTAL still differs from the direct way of calculating the
dose D due to rounding errors from the binning, and per-
haps even due to the use of external stopping power tables,
which may differ from what FLUKA internally uses. The
difference is 4% in the peak and 1% in the plateau.

From the track length fluence matrix /[Ej,Zi] the rela-
tive effectiveness of each particle-energy entry is looked
up in a table. This RE table is generated using the model
by Hansen and Olsen for infinitesimal thin detectors and
the results are shown in Fig. 1.

By summing all individual detector responses Rion(Ej,
Zi) = RE(Ej,Zi)D(Ej,Zi) for each energy bin Ej and particle
type Zi, we find a total dose weighted average relative effec-
tiveness RE of the particle spectrum for the pellet of
interest:

RTL ¼
XZproj

i¼1

XEbin

j¼1

REðEj; ZiÞ/½Ej; Zi�
1

q
dE
dx
ðEj; ZiÞ; ð4Þ

RE ¼ RTL þREcDc þRERDR

DTOTAL

; ð5Þ

where REc and RER is the relative efficiency for the electro-
magnetic transport and the low-energy recoiling nuclei.
Here we set REc = 1 per definition. Since FLUKA does
not return the exact composition of the low-energy recoils,
we cannot calculate RER. Fig. 1 indicates that this part the
RE may lie between 0.0 and 0.2 for HCPs. since these par-
ticles are expected to have energies below 100 keV, which is
the default cut-off energy for hadron transport. The Han-
sen and Olsen model suggest fading effects ranging from
9% to 87% for a 12C nuclei with 10 keV/nucleon and
100 keV/nucleon, respectively, after 1900 h of fading. As
an estimate we set RER to be = 0.1 with fading, and with-
out fading we set RER = 0.2.

At last, we multiply the calculated RE with the total
dose D (representing the exact dose) scored by FLUKA
for each pellet. This gives the response Rion expressed in
equivalent c-ray dose:

RionðDÞ ¼ RE � D: ð6Þ
4. Results

In Figs. 2 and 3, the total measured response of the ala-
nine pellets as a function of penetration depth is plotted
together with the response calculations and the predicted
dose for stack #1 and #2, respectively. Fading effects are
included in these calculations. The response is expressed
in terms of response equivalent c-dose.

All measurements are absolute, as the total number of
antiprotons in the beam is measured upstream of the target
with the beam current transformer. This possibly
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introduces a systematic error in dose, since fractions of the
beam may be lost on the way from the transformer to the
experimental set-up, as mentioned earlier.

For stack #1 in Fig. 2 the measured peak was found
1.5 mm further downstream compared to the calculations.
Therefore the measurements have been shifted 1.5 mm
upstream the beam axis, in order to match the peaks. Inves-
tigation of the fading of the alanine tablets is attempted
with alanine stack #1. Unfortunately the ESR-spectrome-
ter for these readings turned out to be rather unstable
resulting in unreliable measurements for which fading
could not be determined with a sufficient accuracy. This
error in precision is reflected by the 1r standard deviation
error bars in Fig. 2. From calculated predictions we expect
to find a difference of less than 1% in fading between dosi-
meters positioned at the plateau and in the peak (see also
Fig. 4). Therefore the expected fading is too small to be
observable. Most of this fading in response is considered
to take place within 200 h after irradiation. Here we apply
1900 h of fading for both stacks. As we mentioned earlier it
is difficult to asses the amount of fading for RER, since the
exact composition is not known.

Using Eqs. (4) and (5) the calculated relative effective-
ness as a function of the particle penetration depth for
stack #2 is shown in Fig. 4.
5. Discussion

One of the major differences between stack #1 and #2, is
the fitting of the pellet diameter to the £5 mm hole drilled
into the phantom. Stack #1 leaves a gap in between the pel-
let and the cavity wall whereas the stack #2 pellets fit the
hole exactly. The presence of this gap enables some anti-
protons to tunnel past the pellets. Furthermore, the pellets
in stack #1 did not have a perfect cylindrical form, but had
a little edge at the rim of the outer diameter. These effects
are not included in the FLUKA simulations, since this is
difficult to quantify. The result is that some antiprotons
have a larger observed range, which in turn widens the
peak, and localizes it further downstream the beam axis.
This may possibly explain the shift of 1.5 mm downstream
from the predicted position of the measured peak. This
effect is thought to be much less pronounced for stack
#2, as these pellets have perfect cylindrical form which clo-
sely matches the phantom cavity.

Another difference between both stacks is the density
matching of the pellets and the surrounding phantom.
For stack #1 the alanine pellets had 1.21 g cm�3 and are
surrounded by polystyrene with 1.04 g cm�3. For stack
#2 the 1.235 g cm�3 pellets are surrounded by a PMMA
phantom with a density of 1.19 g cm�3. This is accounted
for in the FLUKA calculations and causes the difference
in the shape of the tail since antiprotons can penetrate dee-
per in the surrounding phantom as in the alanine stack and
their annihilation can contribute to dose beyond the Bragg-
peak.

The RE is fairly close to unity in the plateau region, and
drops down to about 0.75 in the peak region. Compared to
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the RE of e.g. low-energy carbon ions (see Fig. 1) the
change in RE for antiprotons is rather small. The reason
for this rather slight change in RE is due to the low atomic
number of the antiproton itself but also due to the resulting
mixed field of relatively light nuclei from the antiproton
annihilation as described by Polster et al. [39]. Other detec-
tors such as TLDs show a significantly higher loss of RE
for light nuclei with low-energy, see e.g. [40,41].

Both stacks provide absolute dose measurements. Since
the plateau region of the stack #2 fits the calculations very
well, the systematic effect of a possible overestimate of the
recorded particle fluence due to the upstream position of
the beam current transformer seems to be minor. Absolute
dose measurements for stack #1 are more problematic,
since the alanine read-out device had a tendency to drift
as mentioned earlier.

Due to the volume averaging effects, we focus on the
stack #2. Here we see a 6% underestimation of the calcu-
lated dose in the plateau region. The agreement of the cal-
culated dose in the annihilation peak is better than 3%, but
in the tail the underestimation is almost �40%. The nature
of this underestimation is not clear, and several possible
explanations exist:

� unknown accuracy of the beam current monitor;
� incorrect representation of the geometry used as input

parameter for the FLUKA calculations;
� the RE model has shown to be only partially correct for

HCP-energies below 2 MeV/u [26];
� limitation of the inherent model in the FLUKA code to

predict the annihilation peak accurately.

On the experimental side a source of error may be the
fact that the pellets consists of grains in a matrix whereas
the Monte Carlo simulations assume a homogeneous mix-
ture. Finally, the local shape of the annihilation peak is
very sensitive to volume averaging effects, which may not
be reproduced accurately in the Monte Carlo simulation.

Furthermore it should be noted that alanine together
with model calculations of RE is a promising dosimeter
in mixed radiation fields as formerly shown for neutrons
[42]. In a real clinical situation, one would never use a
pristine beam, but a spread out beam covering a larger
treatment volume. This dilutes the RE further as the
Bragg-peak is mixed with the field from primary particles
and reduces the error of dosimetry in the spread out peak
region further.

Models based on track structure theory by Butts and
Katz [27], and derivatives of the local effect model [43–
45] such as ECLaT [46] for TLDs, rely on predicting the
response of a detector from the c-response curve which is
convoluted with the radial dose distribution of a track in
order to achieve the relative effectiveness of the HCP radi-
ation in question. Here we would like to speculate on the
link between track interactions and saturation level of the
c-response curve. In mixed radiation fields, the track struc-
ture model and the local effect model use different
approaches in calculating track interaction effects, an over-
view of these differences is given in [47]. In this paper
though, the response calculations are further simplified
since interactions between two or multiple tracks are not
considered. Track interactions are most likely to happen

at high fluences where the mean track distance
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
/�1

q

becomes similar to that part of the track-radius in which
‘‘cross-overs” would lead to saturation response. For a
clinical setting with a fluence of 109 cm�2 (per fraction)
the mean track distance would be 3 � 10�5 cm. One can
estimate a significant track-radius from the amorphous
radial dose distribution of a track, where saturation effects
occur. This radius is depending on particle-energy and par-
ticle charge, but it will decrease, the higher the onset of sat-
uration is on the c-response curve. If we assume 10 kGy as
the onset of saturation effects for alanine, this would give a
radius in the order of 10�6 cm for an oxygen ion with
3 MeV [30]. This radius will decrease further for decreasing
charge. Neglecting of track interactions in the calculation
of effectiveness should be possible due to the high satura-
tion dose of alanine.

The region of saturation in a single particle track is
smaller in a detector with a high saturation level, i.e. low
radiation sensitivity, than that of a detector with a low sat-
uration level, i.e. high radiation sensitivity. Therefore the
effect of overlapping tracks is expected to be low for the
alanine detector.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have described the use of alanine detec-
tors for the dosimetry of the mixed particle field arising
from antiproton annihilation. The results could be repro-
duced using the relative effectiveness calculated with the
track structure model by Hansen and Olsen used in con-
junction with doses and particle spectra calculated with
FLUKA. Forward calculation using this method shows
that dose verification is possible, and in principle medical
dosimetry can be reconstructed from the alanine response.
We conclude that the alanine detector is an interesting
detector for characterizing the mixed radiation field from
antiproton annihilation. This detector could also be applied
for dosimetry of medical heavy ion beams and possibly in
mixed radiation fields found in space. NPL alanine dosim-
etry service can measure the dose from 5 Gy upwards with
a precision of 1% (1r). This is well within the dose levels
used in radiotherapy. Even if ESR-spectrometers are not
widespread in clinical environments and read-out may be
time-consuming, this dosimeter has still some advantages:
it is easy to handle, the read-out is non-destructive, and ala-
nine has a tissue-equivalent composition.
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Abstract
Introduction. Antiprotons have been proposed as a potential modality for radiotherapy because the annihilation at the end of
range leads to roughly a doubling of physical dose in the Bragg peak region. So far it has been anticipated that the
radiobiology of antiproton beams is similar to that of protons in the entry region of the beam, but very different in the
annihilation region, due to the expected high-LET components resulting from the annihilation. On closer inspection we find
that calculations of dose averaged LET in the entry region may suggest that the RBE of antiprotons in the plateau region
could significantly differ from unity, which seems to warrant closer inspection of the radiobiology in this region. Materials
and Methods. Monte Carlo simulations using FLUKA were performed for calculating the entire particle spectrum of a beam
of 126 MeV antiprotons hitting a water phantom. Results and Discussion. In the plateau region of the simulated antiproton
beam we observe a dose-averaged unrestricted LET of about 4 keV/mm, which is very different from the expected 0.6 keV/
mm of an equivalent primary proton beam. Even though the fluence of secondaries is a magnitude less than the fluence of
primary particles, the increased stopping power of the secondary particles causes an increase in the dose averaged LET
which is expected to result in a RBE different from unity.

Antiprotons as a new beam modality in radiotherapy

are being investigated by the AD-4/ACE collabora-

tion since 2003. A beam of antiprotons hitting a

water phantom exhibits a similar depth-dose curve

as that known from protons, except that the Bragg

peak is significantly more pronounced due the

annihilation events occurring at the end of the

antiproton particle tracks.

Holzscheiter et al. [1�3] investigated the radio-

biology of antiprotons using an antiproton beam

with kinetic energy of 50 MeV from the AD facility

at CERN.

Since the dosimetry of the antiproton beam at

CERN is a non-trivial matter for several reasons, the

relative biological effect (RBE) in the peak region

could not be measured at the time. Instead the AD-4

collaboration concentrated on measuring the ratio of

the biological effect between the peak and plateau

area (defined as ‘‘Biological Effective Dose Ratio’’,

or, ‘‘BEDR’’), which is measurable irrespectively of

the deposited dose [3]. The BEDR value therefore

expresses quantitatively, how much one can reduce

the dose in the plateau for a constant effect in the

peak.

In this paper we calculate the linear energy

transfer (LET) spectrum and the dose averaged

LET for a beam of 126 MeV antiprotons hitting a

water target. This energy was chosen as it matches

the beam energy in our current radiobiological

experiments. All references to LET are meant to be

unrestricted LET, i.e. LETinf.

Since antiprotons have the same stopping power

as protons in the clinical relevant energy interval, it

has so far been assumed that antiprotons exhibit the

same radiobiology as protons in the entrance chan-

nel. The contribution from secondary particles

arising from in-flight annihilation of the primary

beam was considered insignificant. Using Monte

Carlo calculations for the dose of the primary beam

in the peak, it is then possible to provide an estimate

of the RBE in the peak region by assuming RBE�1

in the plateau, e.g. in [3] the best estimate of the

peak RBE is 2.25 for 20% clonogenic survival of V79

Chinese hamster cells.

More recently, antiproton dose calculations with

FLUKA [4,5] were successfully benchmarked

against experimental measurements with ioniza-

tion chambers [6]. Furthermore, particle spectra
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calculated with FLUKA were used in conjunction

with response models in order to calculate the

response of alanine detectors exposed to the mixed

radiation field [7]. This allowed deducing a mea-

surement for the dose deposit along the entire depth-

dose curve. Measurements of RBE are therefore now

possible and were performed in 2007. These findings

are to be published in a future article.

Methods

FLUKA version 2006.3 is used for our calculations

performed for this paper. A 5�5 cm2 square field of

502 MeV/c (�126 MeV) antiprotons with a mo-

mentum spread of Dp/p�0.5% and 5 mrad diver-

gence is dumped into a water phantom. The range in

water for this beam is approximately 11.5 cm. The

scoring along the beam in the water target is done in

rectangular boxes covering an area of 2�2 cm2

laterally and a thickness of 1 cm along the beam line.

The scoring region is thus significantly smaller than

the beam width, in order to achieve lateral equili-

brium of particles, which scatter into and out of the

scoring volume. The other beam parameters were

chosen in order to mimic the beam which we have

available at CERN. Custom FLUKA user routines

were written in order to extract the fluence for each

particle species as a function of energy per nucleon.

The stopping power used for the LET averaged

calculations is provided by PSTAR, ASTAR and

MSTAR routines developed by Berger et al. [8] and

Paul et al. [9].

The track averaged and the dose averaged LET is

calculated according to Equations 1 and 2, respec-

tively:

LETf;inf �

Szproj

i�1S
Ebin

j�1f[Ej ;Zi]
dE

dx
(Ej ;Zi)

Szproj

i�1S
Ebin

j�1f[Ej ;Zi]
(1)

LETD;inf �

Szproj

i�1S
Ebin

j�1D[Ej ;Zi]
dE

dx
(Ej ;Zi)

Szproj

i�1S
Ebin

j�1D[Ej ;Zi]
(2)

where (Ej,Zi) is the electronic stopping power in

liquid water for each particle with charge Zi at energy

Ej, measured at the center of the respective energy

bin, f[Ej,Zi] and D[Ej,Zi] are the track length

fluence and dose of the corresponding particle,

respectively. The sum is taken over all particle

charges up to Zproj�6 and over the entire energy

spectrum obtained from FLUKA up to 1 GeV. Being

presented a highly mixed radiation field with a strong

content of high LET secondary particles we choose

to use the dose averaged LET for this analysis.

Results

The complete LET-spectra for those two positions

are shown in Figure 1. The dose averaged LET is

shown in Figure 2. A calculated depth-dose curve for

antiprotons in water is added in these figures in

order to guide the reader. The plateau and peak

averaged values are also presented in Table I.

Antiprotons with a kinetic energy of 126 MeV

have a stopping power of 0.615 keV/mm in water. In

Figure 1 the primary antiproton beam is clearly

visible as the stopping power bin with the highest

relative fluence. Even though the track averaged

LET can be shown to be comparable to the stopping

power of the primary beam, the dose averaged

stopping power is a magnitude higher, due to the
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Figure 1. FLUKA calculation of charged particle LET spectrum of a 126 MeV antiproton beam as shown in [6]. The spectrum was

calculated both in the peak region and in the plateau region. Charged particles with 15Z56 were taken into account. The sharp line in the

plateau region at 0.6 keV/mm originates from the primary antiproton beam.
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significantly higher LET of the low energy fragments

present in the radiation field.

Discussion

The RBE dependence on LET has been discussed in

several publications, often showing a peaking of the

RBE at around 100 keV/mm. This LET corresponds

to the mean distance between ionization events being

comparable with the width of DNA strands, which is

believed to effectively induce double strand breaks

[10]. Naturally, this is rather an oversimplification of

the complex biological processes, e.g. if one takes a

look at Figure 11 found in the ICRU Report # 16

[11], which relates the RBE with LET, the clear

dependence is less convincing. Furthermore RBE

dependence cannot be single-valued, since several

particles with different energies can have the same

LET. However, for the discussion presented here it

will be sufficient to conclude that RBE changes with

LET.

Considering the work by Wouters et al. [12],

where the RBE of proton beams with V79 Chinese

hamster cells was investigated, one may actually get

the impression that the change in dose averaged

LET presented in this paper may be sufficient to

significantly alter the RBE. The distribution of

secondary particles from annihilation, as calculated

with FLUKA, shows that mainly fragments such as

pions, protons and some Helium ions contribute to

the dose. Since most of these fragments have a

charge Z�1 we here assume that the resulting RBE

may possibly be very similar to an LET equivalent

field consisting of only protons with various energies.

Wouters directly measured the RBE as a function of

depth in a spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) of 21 mm

width and a maximum energy of 70 MeV, corre-

sponding to a maximum depth in water of 28 mm.

For three different endpoints of clonogenic survival

of 3, 50, and 80% he reports a range of RBE values

between 1.2 and 1.6. He also calculates the dose-

averaged linear energy transfer across the width of

the SOBP using the weighted sum of range-shifted

pristine Bragg peaks to span the interval from 2.5 to

6.0 Kev/mm [12].

Applying the dose averaged stopping power in the

plateau presented here in conjunction with Figure 10

in reference [12], we find an RBE in the plateau in

the region of 1.2�1.3 for 10 to 50% survival, rather

than 1. This could have significant consequences for

the RBE estimate in the peak area described earlier

by Holzscheiter et al. [3]. For instance a RBE of 2.25

may increase to 2.7�3.0.

RBE measurements of an antiproton beam of 126

MeV energy were carried out in October 2007 and

preliminary estimates sustain the findings presented

here, although the Co-60 reference irradiations

needed to extract a final RBE from these measure-

ments are still to be performed.

Conclusion

Using FLUKA we have calculated the unrestricted

LET spectrum of several ions. The maximum dose

averaged LET in the Bragg peak region was esti-

mated as 19 keV/mm, which suggests, that the RBE

of antiprotons for V79 Chinese hamster cells may

differ from unity. This would have a significant

impact on earlier estimates for the RBE in the peak

of an antiproton beam of 50 MeV stopping in a

target of V-79 Chinese hamster cells embedded in

gelatin and clearly should be considered in future

analyses.
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Antiproton Radiotherapy
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Purpose: The AD-4 collaboration studies the biological effects of antiprotons with respect to a
possible use of antiprotons in cancer therapy. In vitro experiments performed by the collaboration
at CERN have shown an enhanced biological effectiveness for antiprotons relative to protons. One
concern  is the normal tissue dose resulting from medium and long range secondary particles
produced in the annihilation of antiprotons on the nucleons of the target atoms. In particular, the
secondary neutron dose is of interest due to the neutrons high relative biological effectiveness and
long range. Here we present the first organ specific Monte Carlo calculations of normal tissue
equivalent neutron dose in antiproton therapy through the use of a segmented CT-based human
phantom.
Method and Materials:  The MCNPX Monte Carlo code was employed to quantify the peripheral
dose. Active energy and intensity modulation was used to produce a cylindrical spread out Bragg
peak representing a treatment volume of 1 cm diameter and 1 cm length in the frontal lobe of a
segmented whole-body phantom of a 38 year old male. The secondary neutron organ dose was
tallied as a function of energy and organ. Finally, the physical neutron dose was transformed into
effective dose using the energy dependent ICRP-92 radiation weighting factors. Comparisons were
made to similar analogous proton treatments.
Results: For 1 Gy of physical dose delivered to the target volume in the given treatment plan,the
equivalent dose from neutrons generated by annihilating antiprotons ranges from8.2E-04 Sv for
the brain to 2.4 x 10-6  Sv for the Caecum, Colon, and Rectum . The results are dependent on the
irradiation geometry and the organ equivalent neutron dose is primarily related to the proximity of
the organs to the spread out Bragg peak as anticipated.
Conclusion: Using an anthropomorphic Monte Carlo model, we have presented the first
calculation of neutron equivalent dose received by peripheral organs due to the annihilation
process in antiproton therapy. The developed model can be utilized for similar analyses for other
secondary products such as pions and high-energy photons.
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Introduction

Today, radiation therapy is one of the prominent treatments of cancer, both
curative as well as palliative. For conventional photon irradiation, the maximum
dose that can be delivered to a tumor is often limited by the tolerance of irradiated
adjacent normal tissues. For many types of tumors, this has led to unacceptably
low tumor control probability (TCP) and to high levels of morbidity. An
alternative approach involves the use of protons and other heavier ions [1-4]. As
R. R. Wilson pointed out in 1946 [5], for these charged particles, both the amount
and rate of energy deposition increase dramatically as the particle nears the end of
its range. This results in a large enhancement in absorbed dose at a precise depth
in tissue (the Bragg peak) compared with the dose deposited at the entrance to the
body. For treatment purposes, the position of the Bragg peak needs to be spread
out to cover the tumor volume and the production of such a spread-out Bragg peak
(SOBP) results in a build up of plateau dose and hence a reduction in the ratio of
dose in the SOBP relative to the plateau. However, in contrast to photons, for a
given beam direction, the dose in the SOBP that covers the tumor volume always
remains larger than that in the normal tissue entrance region.
High linear energy transfer (LET) particles such as carbon ions produce a much
higher ionization density in the Bragg peak region than protons and consequently
provide an increase in the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the dose
deposited in the tumor [6 – 8]. This provides a potential further therapeutic
advantage, especially for tumors that have a large hypoxic fraction or for those
that are resistant to conventional radiation [9]. Furthermore, since very little dose
is deposited distal to the Bragg peak, charged particles are ideally suited for
treatments of tumors close to radiosensitive regions.
While these favorable physical and biological characteristics have led to recent
developments of proton and heavy ion cancer therapy centers worldwide, the
search for possible enhancements of the therapeutic ratio (the ratio of effective
dose delivered to the target region to the dose delivered to normal tissue)
continues.
Antiprotons exhibit similar features as protons while in flight, are intrinsically
stable particles, and deposit about twice the energy of a proton at the end of range
due to annihilation at rest. This additional energy is deposited partially by high
LET particles, which increases the biological effective dose even further.  The
enhanced biological effectiveness of antiproton annihilation in the vicinity of the
Bragg peak is believed to be beneficial in the context of increasing tumor control
while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue.
The AD-4/ACE collaboration is investigating the potential clinical benefit of
antiproton beams using the antiproton beam available at the Antiproton
Decelerator (AD) at CERN. Initial experiments with 46.7 MeV antiprotons found
the biological effective dose ratio (BEDR) between peak and plateau to be 4 times
higher for antiprotons than for protons [10]. Recently we have successfully
performed precise measurement of the depth dose profile of antiprotons with
ionization chambers [11] and alanine detectors [12], and are therefore now able to
extract the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of antiproton beams from cell
survival measurements. RBE values for different cell lines and endpoints can be
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extracted along the beam path and can be compared with those found from other
particle beam modalities such as carbon ion and proton beams. The results of the
physical dose and biological effectiveness measurements are used to benchmark
particle transport and radiobiology Monte Carlo codes. Virtual treatment plans
based upon the benchmarked Monte Carlo codes can then help to identify those
tumor incidents where antiproton therapy may offer a decisive advantage over
other modalities [13].
One important issue in the assessment of a new treatment modality is any
background dose deposited outside of the primary target. In antiproton
annihilation this background results from medium and long-range annihilation
products, predominantly charged pions, high energy gammas, and neutrons. We
have launched a major effort to address this effect using experiments and Monte
Carlo calculations utilizing a variety of code packages. In this report we
concentrate on the example of neutron equivalent dose to out-of-field organs
using MCNPX v26F [14].

Calculation of Neutron Equivalent Dose

When an antiproton annihilates after being captured by the nucleus of a target
atom, a number of neutrons, depending on the target nucleus, are emitted. The
energy spectrum of these neutrons spans from thermal energies up to several
hundred MeV, with a mean energy of approximately 50 MeV. The biological
efficiency of these neutrons varies with energy and the International Commission
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has published weighting factors vs. energy for
neutrons in human tissue. Because of the high biological effectiveness of neutrons
and their abundance in the particle spectrum we decided to study the effect in
detail.

Benchmarking of MCNPX

MCNPX is a Monte Carlo transport package that is widely used in clinical
applications. Nevertheless, when applying it to antiproton therapy the code must
be benchmarked against available experimental data to assure that correct physical
models and transport parameters are utilized and the description of the
annihilation process is complete. We have simulated both the bubble chamber
experiments by Agnew at al. [15] and the neutron multiplicity for annihilation of
antiprotons at rest in the center of slabs of 63Cu reported by Polster et al. [16]. The
physical models used in the simulations consisted of the Bertini model for
nucleons and pions, the LAQGSM model was used for all heavy ion and light ions
above 940 MeV/nucleon, and the ISABEL model was used for the remaining of
the light ions [14].
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Bubble Chamber Simulations
30 in3 of Propane Liquid, 220 MeV Antiproton Beam

Multiplicity
Agnew et al. MCNPX

π± 3.38±0.08 3.09±0.09
πo 1.6±0.5 1.83±0.05
κ± 0.08±0.02 0.11±0.01

Heavy ions, 3H , 3He 1.29±0.07 1.34±0.07

Table 1: Multiplicities for pions, kaons, and heavy ion production in antiproton annihilations in a
propane gas target [15].
Our calculations for Agnew’s work agreed well with the experimental results after
appropriate changes to the set cut-off energies were incorporated in the code
[Table 1].

We also found good agreement between the general shape of the energy spectrum
of neutrons produced in the annihilation of antiprotons at rest in the center of a
63Cu slab obtained by MCNPX and the analytical function given by Polster et al.
[16], but a slight overshoot in two distinct energy regions resulted in a higher
overall neutron multiplicity than reported by Polster. The overshoot may be
related to the difficulties and unknowns in modeling the Polster experiments;
however, the results were found to be adequate for the purposes of establishing
and upper estimate of the neutron equivalent dose.

Virtual antiproton irradiation of a voxelized phantom

To model the biological effect of a patient treatment with antiprotons we used a
voxelized phantom of a 38 year old living man (Golem) of approximately the
same dimensions as the ICRP Man [17]. Golem has a weight of 68.9 kg and a
height of 176 cm. The voxel size is 34.6 mm3. The planning target volume (PTV)
consisted of a cylinder of 1 cm diameter and 1 cm length situated in the central
lobe  as shown in Fig. 1. Comparative simulations were performed for both
antiprotons and protons using active beam modulation. Spread-out Bragg peaks
were generated by modulating the intensities and beam energies between 74 and
86 MeV, resulting in the profiles shown in Fig. 1(c). The dose deposited by
neutrons resulting from the annihilation in the target was tallied for the individual

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1: (a),(b) Sagittal and transverse views of the voxelized phantoms’ head and the

PTV (c) Resulting depth dose profiles (physical dose only) in the beam direction inside

the brain for the antiproton and proton simulations, normalized to the same entrance

dose.
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organs of Golem as a function of neutron energy. The value for the normal tissue
dose received by the brain was obtained by subtracting the tumor dose estimated
using a mesh tally covering the target volume with a 1.5 mm margin from the total
dose. Using the neutron dose as a function of energy obtained from MCNPX and
the neutron radiation weighting factors given as a function of energy by ICRP, the
physical dose in the different organs was then transformed to equivalent dose by
integrating the product of the physical dose and radiation weighting factors over
all energy bins. The resulting organ equivalent doses per gray of physical dose
delivered to the target region for the antiproton and proton treatments are
presented in Table 2 for a number of organs (simulation error implied by decimal
point).

Comparison of Neutron Equivalent Dose Per Gy in SOBP (Sv/Gy)
Antiprotons (ICRP 92) Protons (ICRP 92)

Brain 8.2E-04 1.2E-05
Thyroid 2.8E-05 3.1E-07

Bone 2.2E-05 3.8E-07
Lung 9.7E-06 8.4E-08
Liver 4.8E-06 3.6E-08

Caecum, Colon, Rectum 2.4E-06 1.4E-08

Table 2: Comparison of neutron equivalent dose, normalized to unit physical dose to the tumor for
the given antiproton and proton treatments. For the purpose of generality, the enhanced SOBP
RBE of antiprotons is not incorporated in this table.

Conclusions

Using an anthropomorphic phantom, the first Monte Carlo estimates of tissue
specific neutron equivalent dose in antiproton therapy have been produced
For scanning energy modulation, and a 1 cm cylindrical PTV in the brain, the
calculated neutron equivalent doses for several organs range from .0001 to .8 mSv
per Gy of SOBP, depending on the proximity to SOBP. In order to properly
compare these results with that of proton therapy, the enhanced RBE for
antiprotons in the SOBP must be considered in addition to the physical dose
normalized comparisons of Table 2. Using the results from [10] this suggests that
the neutron equivalent dose for antiproton therapy is roughly 60 times higher than
what is obtained with protons for the given treatment plan. Here it should be noted
that most proton therapy centers currently use passive scattering methods for
beam delivery which increases the radiation level to the patient by 1 – 2 orders of
magnitude [18]. In addition to the peripheral neutron dose described here there is
also a background of pions and high-energy photons produced in the antiproton
annihilation event. Preliminary calculations show that the physical dose for these
components is similar to the neutron dose, but as these particles have a low linear
energy transfer we expect the equivalent dose to be below the neutron dose.
Monte Carlo studies of these issues are ongoing in parallel to experimental studies
of biological effects in the peripheral region.
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